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1. NON«TE(HNICAl SUMMARY 

Biorr1ass assess1n.en.ts !Jase ct 011 trawl suf\Te;,rE; are frat1gl1t witi1 (i.ifficti!.ties. 'f raV\rl 
sur,r(~ys are logi.sticaliy d.ifficult, ofte11 st.atisticall'y v.,reaki effcnt a11cl cost in.ter1siv·e 
and fo:~quently difficult to interpret, becaGse of diffe:.-ences among vessels, and 
('r,:::,.---:rf;' ·Pcl-""1·r-c1 n,--.,.·nre-·r r,in .. -f Cta-r1·-~r·••1'a•~} ... ,. rl;ffp,;··pnc·es a_,,.,,~"g 0 ·~na1' T'1T;t'n .. f..-- ~~----,'.;_;)~,1'cac 1,, '-·--\/'•·-', ,1cHL.15 ,,V'n',-. " u, 1-· ,..i~u dy, ·~···· "'-"· L .HCVH <L' VYl .!l "p .. C.\.. .. :'., ,._, 

catcl1al1ility. Fc,.r all these reasons} ir1divid·ual bicJ:mass estirnates b-ased -011 svlept 
area methods and the Eke are usuaily taken 'with a grain of salt 1 and, in 
Australia at ieast, rareiy fo:-m the basis for TA Cs ;:;,nd management plans for 
finfishes. 

Finding an alternative technique that would allow accurate and precise biomass 
estimates for dispersed fish species is a consistent objective of fisheries science. 
Towed-body LIDAR appeared to offer such an alternative. Towed-body LIDAR 
is a iight-based system similar in concept and operation to acoustic fish biomass 
techniques, in which laser light rather than sound waves reflect back from the 
fish and is measured. First reports suggested a technological break-through, 
whereby large areas could be surveyed at relatively small expense (particularly 
as man-power and vessel requirements are slight relative to trawi surveys) while 
producing high quality data that just might resolve fish to the -species level. 
Unfortunately, scrutiny of the performance characteristics of existing systems 
does not support first reports. Although towed-body LIDAR is a substantial 
improvement on photography as a means of surveying benthos, the areal 
coverage using existing technology is about the same as that which can be 
achieved with standard towed nets. Similarly, suggestions of high quality, 
species level identification from LIDAR images appear premature, though 
improvements in technology might change this in the near future. It is 
recommended that the fishing industry and fisheries research agencies maintain 
a watching brief on the technology, to see if improvements in the near future 
increase its usefulness for fisheries applications. 

2. BACKGROUND 

Inherent in management needs for virtually all stocks is an estimate of current 
biomass. For demersal fish stocks, fisheries-independent, direct biomass 
assessments currently involve one of three techniques: trawl surveys, acoustics 
and, occasionally, underwater photography. However, all three methods are 
critically limited regarding the information that can be gained from them, 
principally because they provide data at either end of a spatial 
coverage/resolution continuum. Trawl surveys, for example, can cover 
relatively large areas, but because of sampling problems and biases provide 
poor resolution of fish density and composition, whereas at the other end of the 
spectrum, underwat:er photographs can provide very high resolution, very 
accurate data, but only for small areas due to limits on water visibility, speed of 
tows, lighting, etc. 
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Similarly, acoustic techniques are of very limited use for species on the bottom 
and often have difficulty distinguishing among species. 

Recently there have been reports of a new technology emerging that could 
provide both high resolution and wide spatial coverage. LIDAR (Llgbt 
Detection And Ranging) is an active sensing system, based on the analysis of 
the spectral characteristics of a reflected laser beam. The technology is widely 
used in an air-borne configuration for terrain mapping and the like, and, as an 
air-borne system, has been trialed for detecting surface schools of fish (with 
mixed resuits). 1N'e proposed to investlgate a complementary application of 
LIDAR, which is also just reaching the field trial stage of development. Several 
overseas (mainly USA) groups are in the process of developing and trialing 
LIDAR in a towed-body configuration, in which the LIDAR is 'flown' above the 
ocean bottom and records reflectance patterns of substrata, invertebrates and 
fish. The principal application to date is surveying, for example, oil pipelines 
for evidence of leakage, in which cases the LIDAR serves primarily as a very 
high resolution photographic system, one that is much less affected by poor 
water clarity than passive photographic systems (e.g., those that depend on 
reflectance of natural Hght). During such trials and applications, it has been 
widely noted that fish and macro-invertebrates are often very conspicuous on 
the processed LIDAR images, which has lead to the suggestion that it could be 
useful in fish stock assessments. 

Three points make this observation particularly interesting from the perspective 
of measuring biomass of demersal fish stocks. First, because of the speed at 
which the instrument records data, it can potentially be towed at 5-8 knots, 
while still providing high resolution spatial information regarding the substrata. 
Second, because the system is relatively unaffected by water clarity, it can 
potentially be towed at heights of up to several hundred meters off the bottom 
and, at that height, can scan a path several hundred meters across. The 
combination of this tow speed and swath width implies the potential for very 
cost effective, broad areal coverage of areas surveyed. And third, unpublished 
data suggests that the reflectance patterns of various organisms may be species 
specific (which is intuitively reasonable, as differently coloured fishes can be 
expected to reflect different spectra back to the analyser). The potential is that 
this system, when properly configured, is capable of high speed, very accurate 
counting of all fish in a sample area, identified to the species level. If so, such 
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tech.r\ology difficult fOr the r10.n-specialist to e,r2luate~ we i)ro1-1osecl a clesk stT1cly 
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and -i:rials of the towed--body LIDAR (also referred to a~ a 'laser line scan 
system') are sketchy, in part because of potentiai commercial value of the 
information, In part because deployments for geological and engineering 
purpose:, are often not well reported in the fisheries literature, and in part 
' f 1 . -'l . ' . . .- ·t.. t-· I ' d ' J ' . oecause o~ t1-1e r:Jp101y Clevelopmg nature 01 ci,e 1e,a an tne ong iag t::.me 
before such developments are widely reported in the scientific literature. 
Nonetheless, at least t'vvo groups have carried out developmental trials. At the 
time of the proposal, field work was also planned at the University of Hawaii 
and an ecologically oriented trial had apparentiy been carried out in the Gulf of 
:tv1exico. The nature and sophistication of these trials has still to be determined. 
Informal discussions with the group at the Univ. of Hawaii, for example, 
suggested the Gulf of Mexico trials were done using relatively unsophisticated 
equipment and a low level of data analysis (basically black-and-white images, 
rather than full spectral analysis). A variety of analytical procedures have also 
been suggested, e.g., Raman spectroscopy, but the extent to which they were 
applicable to LIDAR spectra, the degree of sophistication of spectrum stripping 
paradigms required, and data handling capabilities used (which would be 
comparable to those required for acoustic data) had also not been determined. 

We prooosed to visit .laboratories overseas where this develoomental work is , ; 

underway, assess the current state-of-the-art and the likely time until real-world 
applications are possible, and discuss data processing requirements both with 
the current developers and with Australian scientists familiar with the 
technology. On the basis of our own experience and input from Australian 
experts in allied fields, we would then produce an evaluation of the apparent 
potential of the technique and recommend the extent to which and the ways in 
which Australian fisheries science could benefit by involvement in the field. 

3. PROJECT DETAILS 

OBJECTIVE 

To undertake a desk-top study to assess the potential of towed-body LIDAR for 
biomass determination of demersal fish stocks. 

Ronald Thresher 
Rudi Kloser 

CSIRO 
CSIRO 

Project Supervisor 
Electronics engineer 

3 
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4, UCHNICAL RESULTS 

The documents supolied by the tv.10 cmnpanics leasing (cwed-bodv LIDARs --
,l • ·- ., 

'~c·;pnr-;,~ A 't"·r-sl 1c"t;on, ~1,·n-l· p~·r,a•,--;on·1 l ! ... c,-, p· "1""0' A ·o·pi;prl --L,Pm0,.. 9 r-rp_,--.,J.-... 1-,_,..,100--11 , .. .. s~U'--·-· "'·.!-'J:-'•·' o . .l. -"' .. .-L'..H .. !~. cu, '-.;.J.. . <Ll n.., • d·-U ''-' I L'-· l ,.,'-11.1.o~n t,)' ..... 

C()ntairl (J.etailed tect1nical specificatior1s and. clescriptic)ns of tl1e systerr1. 1"'hese 
io··ume"'+S a~= ,,H,,rhp,J' as ~y)-refld:"e" /2 ana' ,:; D"~J-,,c,r +h,~..., re. ·''t +I ;" l • 'J ·• L,,,._,~ '.a.~, 1..t.l .. xc a.u_cs:.. .... A.J..-.._.t ~ d-1 p .Lt l\......:::,. ... : l.l. . ../, r ... a:L!.it._.. L .... al.r..1'-..--pect ... u1.1~ Cteta1"- 11'1 

+ L 1 d ,. l f' ' } . . (~ l . ' R . ) . 11 1 · l t.11e _Jo y or t .. 1e -·~1na.1 report, taa.11s sect1011 1 ecr1n1ca1 esults v.r11.i c,t1t ... 1r1e t11e 
basic operating characteristics of a towed-bcdy LIDAR as it relates to fisheries 
applications, and then Section 5 (General Discussion) will address specifically 
these characteristics as they relate to requirements for biomass estimation of 
demersai fish stocks. 

SOURCES OF INFORMATION 

The following is based on information gleaned from a computer search of the 
recent scientific and engineering literature, a traditional literature search for 
relevant information in the CSIRO Marine Library, and direct contacts (including 
personal discussions) with a numbe~ of foms and individuals involved in 
development and application of LIDAR for marine systems. The latter indude 

The Hawaiian Institute of Geophysics (University of Hawaii) 

The National Marine Fisheries Service (USA) 

Applied Remote Technology (Massachusetts, USA) 

Science Applications International Corporation (San Diego, USA) 

Deepsea Developments International (Massachusetts, USA) 

and SETS Technology (Hawaii, USA). 

Primary literature sources are Caimi 0993), Fournier, et al. 0994), Adams & 
Koerber (1995), Sharma, et aL, 0995), Gauldie, et al. (in press), and system 
manuals provided for their respective instruments by Science Applications 
International Corp. and Applied Remote Technology. 

LIDAR: BASIC OPERATING PRINCIPLES 

There are two sources of light available for optical analysis: natural and artificial 
lighting. In the parlance of optical instruments, these are referred to as passive 
and active systems, respectively. In the ocean, natural lighting as a source of 
information is severely limited by penetration depth, which in tum is a function 
of wavelength, water clarity and quality, etc. The problem is well exemplified 
by natural light photographs taken in even very clear water situations, e.g., 
coral reefs, where images usually have a severe blue cast (due to wavelength 
effects), are fuzzy and of low contrast (due to low ambient light levels and 
reflection). Natural light photographs of targets more than 5-10 meters from 
the camera, even under good conditions, usually consist of little better than pale 
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blt1e ·blurs. F·isheries apfJlications of ciptical senscH~s ir1 tl1e ocean rarel)r i11volve 
idF-:1.l n.rar,:,.:::.r ronc1.1t_1on.c;, ,.-_1r,a·: t1p\nr!'":':l n.r·•t11--r"1·1,' 11:r.-l-,-,,t- ~,.c +-;:rp1r~•::-xtll..,~ ..-,f' 1:1·-11'h::.-:..-l •·-raS1~,~ .~,-r .. , 
. -~-- v, --- - --- -·- '''" U.L •• ,.,.,-~ • d" -"·· ·'·n--11. -·' LJ, i>.<.d Y \.,, ,L.l,.c .... U V .. 1~ . 

this context. 

/·r.h.e olJ·vioiJs soh.1tion is t(J tlS(-: a11 acti-.;,re light sol.Jtce _, a f1asfi. FL:1s!1 
photogr:.:~phy provides a brief, but high intensity light source close to the target, 

l . i. ~.,_ . ..._, "n , , . . . ,h . 1 i-\""·l ... :11cs.1 resui(S 1n greacty er1... ancea co1ot1r sarurat1on 1r1 r e 1mage, greater a.ept11 
of field, etc., and overall g.:-eatly improved images. Most (if not all) 1prettyt 
underwater pictures are made using a flash or otherwise intense artificial light 
S()lJ.rce to flood the target. 

However, artificial lighting suffers a significanL problem in its own right, due to 
back-scattering by particies in the Hght path. The Hght emitted by a flash unit 
reflects not only from the intended target (and thence to the camera), but also 
from all other targets within the light cone. The problem is well illustrated by 
attempts to use flash photography in silty conditions, where even with the 
artificial light the images are grainy and low contrast, as the film records not 
only the reflectance from the target, but also the reflectance of all of the 
particles between the target and the camera. A similar problem occurs in 
natural light photography, but the diffuse source of natural light reduces the 
magnitude of this problem relative to the others referred to above. 

To minimise the back-scatter problem, a photographer needs to reduce the 
number of back-scattering particles in the joint volume defined by the 
intersection of the cone of light produced by the flash and the field of view of 
the camera. Photographers do this in two ways. First, they attempt to get as 
close to the target as possible (by use of wide angle. dose focus lenses), which 
reduces the length of the light path and therefore the number of particles that 
will interfere with the image. Second, they separate the light source and 
camera as widely as possible, so that the main reflectance off back-scattering 
particles is in a direction other than that of the camera. Neither approach is of 
great value in terms of optical imaging of the sea bottom (e.g., demersal fish). 

Optical engineers have devised two additionai ways to reduce the back-scatter 
problem. The principles for both have been well known for many years, but 
both are critically dependent on high performance light sources and electronics 
that have only become available recently for deployment in a towed body or 
ROY. Both techniques are referred to in the literature as LIDAR, as both 
routinely use lasers as light sources. The tvvo forms of LIDAR are 1range-gated 
imaging 1 and 1line scan imaging'. The principles involved in the two 
approaches are illustrated in Figure 1. 

Range-gated imaging reduces the back-scatter problem by, in effect, opening 
the camera shutter only for the fraction of a second that corresponds to the 
return time of light from the flash to the target to the camera. By not including 
in the image light returning early to the camera (reflected off objects in front of 
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the t;uget) or later (reflected off objects behind the target), the back-scatter 
. , . , , , 1 · 1 · h ,. r i l , prob!ern 1s teeiE:~eo to onry t,1e pa,t1c1es 1n tt,e s11ce 01 tne \Vater co umn that 

cor-respc;nds tc) tl1e g2ted s111_,tter tir11e, By· varyir1g tl1e time tJ1e strutter is lJper1~ 
• , , • , 1 ~ I 1 · . ' t)11_e car1 1ncre2se cJr decrease tne Y"Vldtfl C)t t1.1.e s 1ce or m_C)'JC 1t to·v./arc1s (_;r avvay 

c,.(·)~Y' 41~---... ·•nn·-=rr 1:71,~c+~ .. ----r--,·~ally ... t.,,...... rr,~;n ~'na1i.::::i,,rl''e· ;_ -C""'ng..::~ r-,.,,.~-.--.d ",·,-c·-~ .,.,.. ..... : ""' 
11 111 L.!C: '-,d,.l'-., CL L,C UU.cl.'-.A l! 1 Ll!C .c.d; ,. 1 ll\-! b 111 !G< J '·-"i5dll.::'. ., ::>] c,Li.::'.JJl::; 1S 

synchronisation of the pulsed iight so·,.1rce (in the range of 1-5 nanoseconds) 
:7 ncl precise ga11 '"Q of th? P 1ertr""n;c in-,-~oing ,, .. y·stern (ust1al'1·v ,., -~,,ta~l p·l-1()"0 .. :;::l..,_ ._ •-...- ',.,J.l!.(._J ~" - ._.. ,.,1 ,..._, 'l./ .l · -.1.!...,!,.._L)_.~ L. '-'_. '-- · J..J , '- .• _ J f._.4. t)<-"1..,,~\_.t. ji._ !_ 

multiplier rube). 

Line scan systems reduce the back-scatter by narrowing both the volume of the 
lighr cone and the field of view of the camera. The process has been likened to 
looking at a spot from a laser beam with a telescope. The smaiier the light 
cone and narrower the field of view, the smaller the region of overlap and the 
less the volume producing back-scatter. A consequence, however, is that the 
area imaged is also small, so that in practice a series of images are collected 
sequentially, to produce a composite image of the target. Hence, the light 
source (a laser) and imaging system (a narrowly focused electronic camera) are 
scanned synchronously across the target region. Image size depends on the 
scan rate, the focal characteristics of the imaging system and the distance 
between the LIDAR and the target. Geometry of the system is critical, both in 
maintaining the alignment of the laser and imaging system and in holding the 
LIDAR a fixed distance above the target (determined by the intersection distance 
set by the relative angles of the laser and camera and the camera1s depth of 
field). 

Both range-gated and line scan LIDARs have been built and are in routine 
commercial use. In order to maximise imaging, both use frequency--doubled 
neodymium-yagg lasers whose green light (532 nm) approximates the 
frequency of maximum light penetration (minimum attenuation) in the ocean 
(480 nm). Use of a monochromatic light source in the first instance produces 
black-and-white (grey scale) images. Development of multi-frequency LIDARs 
is apparently in progress. Additional optical information can also be potentially 
extracted from the monochromatic image by use of secondary spectra (see 
below). 

The operating distance of a LIDAR in water depends on both the laser 
frequency and power and water clarity, quality, etc. In practice, it is usually 
about 5-6 attenuation depths (1 attenuation depth = distance in water irradiance 
is reduced to 1/e, or approximately 37%, of initial level), at lasers of about 1 
watt power. This compares with 2-3 attenuation depths for normal flash 
photography. The maximum attenuation depth of clear water at 480-500 nm is 
about 20 m; hence, the maximum theoretical distance between a LIDAR and a 
target for which an image can be obtained is about 120 rn. In practice, water is 
rarely optically clear, and the maximum imaging distance, although still 5-6 
attenuation depths, is often much less than 100 m. In typical coastal water, 
maximum attenuation distance is about 5 m, and maximum imaging distance for 

6 
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a LIDAR about 25-30 m. CSIRO's experience with underwater demersal video 
on the Southeast Trawl shelf indicates maximum distance for normal artificial 
light video imaging is 8-10 m (at times, much less); correspondingly, a LIDAR 
could be expected to produce useful images at distances up to 16-20 m in this 
environment. 

LINE SCAN LIDAR: PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS 

The LIDAR that has been touted for its potential for biomass surveys is the line 
scan system. Two commercially available towed body line scan LIDARs have 
been produced. They have similar physical characteristics, and are described in 
detail, with associated technical specifications, in the system manuals, appended 
(appendices 4 and 5). 

Physically the system consists of the laser and camera unit, which can be 
installed in a suitably modified (with windows) towed body, ROY, etc., a 
computer-based and video control console and a communications unit, that 
digitally ties the two together. The concept is identical to that of an acoustic 
towed body system, and to an extent the data handling, equipment and 
deployment problems and procedures are comparable. Like the acoustic 
system, the LID AR equipment is inherently transportable (i.e., can be moved 
between vessels, as required), though it requires the usual electronic cable and 
stabilised winch system needed for towed body operations. 

The scanning unit itself is a cylinder less than a meter long and about 10 cm in 
diameter. Internally it consists of a laser assembly, a digital camera and 
associated electronic communication equipment, and a rotating set of mirrors, 
which are used to scan the beam. The pulsed laser reflects off of one set of 
mirrors, is focussed and illuminates the target through a window in the towed 
body, whereas returning light enters through a second window, is focussed and 
reflects off a synchronised set of mirrors into the photo-electric sensor. Each 
laser pulse-image pair constitutes one pixel in a composite electronic image. 
The area corresponding to each pixel is a function of tow speed, mirror rotation 
speed, distance above the substratum and the angle between the LIDAR and the 
target (targets directly under the LIDAR are recorded at higher resolution than 
those at the edge of the scan path, due to the geometry of the system, fig. 2). 
The LIDARs currently available scan a swath 70° wide (35 ° on either side of the 
vertical line between the LIDAR and the substratum). This corresponds to a 
swath width approximately 1.4 times the distance between the LIDAR and the 
substratum. This swath is sampled at a resolution that is user selectable at 512, 
1024, 2048 or 4096 pixels per line, corresponding to a fixed angle per pixel of 
0.136°, 0.068°, 0.034° and 0.017°, respectively. 

Because of the geometry of the system, based on shining a laser onto the 
bottom and then analysing the reflected image, it is critical that the LIDAR be 
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towed a 11ear·-cc.1r1stant distance abc,\re tl1.e substrat1 . .i.111. Essentiall'f tl1e systerr1 
1--,..,s ~ for,....,1 rPst-scj--( ... P,. ·whe-ra t-i---~ a~'gle .... ~,,...::.t '1-)""T t-he ,.~~re ...... .--i-tor} i-shp ;mag~n .. !..r..d. ,.,l A f,~dl u.1.L ;.,d._1.._.., .. , L. ,p_, t.1.l.'-· Lt .z.. ._;.\_.... L ) c:. .. ..,. la..:, ,1 .a.1-t,J, Lu . ._ L ..... _ ,._ J.i. ... g 
ec1,uiprr1er1t are optirr1aL 'rl1is d1stance is llst:r cletf~r111in.ec1, based c)rl "~rater 
clarity, resc,lutior1 desirecl., etc. ()}Jjects abo·ve ar1d b,elo~/ t!1is focal distar1ce 'Vvill 
reflect the laser in!o the camera too sharply or too v.rldely, respectively, for 

. ·n,,, ... i -CAcol ... ~.·o-- l)rpc~ rr·,..--;;D!~ r.'-... .:.e""S i· ... ,,--, -Ca' b C, • b·:.\; ... i.. - ~.c· ct" opu .. H,u l •-.,:, ilJ.tl 11. ., L '-vlL ld ,! y vUj "' ,.c,'J 1 r a OV-~ or -~.tOV/ t11e S1.JeCu 1e. 
altitude will reflect light that miss the ca:rnera window aitogether, and hence are 
n.nt r,ec(.·,,·,-·ct'P(1,. -·r·he ···pn<0if'1·,,;t-r of th= system to· ·v·~r;·-·r1'rv-~ ;n h=;o 1-· r•t- "he _ ..._ __ . __ -- ___ .... ,:,,.._, ,...,_.,_\.. ""-•-)" 1 ~- ... "~-- .._ ~ ,.... a.,_,!d ... t.. ,_,.·1.L:, L.i .. <-.lL.tb_iiL J1 t., ..... 

bottorn (altitude, to use the jargon) is nowhere dearly specil:ied, but is alluded 
to by a number of correspondents. From discussion, it appears that minor 
variations in altitude (due to a slowly undulating bottom, for exampie) are not 
criticai, and that in normal operation, 11flying" the towed body above the 
bottom, as ls done with an acoustic towed body, suffices. Nonetheless, the 
implication was that a towed LIDAR system is rnore sensitive to effects of 
altitude change on data quality than is an equivaient acoustic system 

IMAGE QUALITY .4ND TARGET IOENTIFICATiON 

In normal use, LIDAR produces a monochromatic (black-and-white) video or 
photographic image. As !1oted above, resolution is to an extent chosen by the 
user, but is typicaily 1024 or 2048 pixels per width of the composite image. It is 
difficult to compare this directly with more commoniy used indices of image 
quality (e.g., lines resolved per inch), as no such data are provided in the 
relevant publications. However, inspection of, presumably, best quality images 
provided in the sales brochures suggest maximum resolution comparable to a 
very high resolution television image. 

In current applications (pipeline surveys, surveys for marine debris), target 
identification is based on analysis of this image, that is, by looking at the picture 
and assessing the targets size, shape and black-and-white patterning. Image 
quality can be very good in optimal viewing conditions, and can be improved 
further by digital image processing, which the system is designed to 
incorporate. Images produced by existing LIDARs, provided in the system 'sales 
brochures' (appended), indicate marine life can at least on occasion be 
visualised with sufficient clarity to 1guess-imate' species identity of the larger 
and more common species by means of the black-and-white images alone. The 
process is entirely comparable to species identification using conventional 
black-and-white underwater video, if perhaps with better technology, and has 
similar constraints. The issue of species recognition based on black-and-white 
video is discussed further below. 

A second method that has recently been suggested to provide species level 
identification from LIDAR involves analysis of secondary spectra, in particular 
Raman spectra. The principle behind this is similar to that involved in X-ray 
spectroscopy. In the latter, bombardment with high energy particles and light 
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1purn.ps 1 electrons to higher than normal energy states. These high energy 
pJ-=,'trc,nc •1et'onr ,·.,n:ct""1·y hac1' tc, +1e1·,. hace s·t···,tp P""'11;1i"~;ng ·l·ho 'PXCP~c' ""n"'1··rn7 a·· -...,~_\_.'-, .... _., ...., --l- ..._c..4.i _. ,..._1 .l -' t\. ,:,,. _, t ... ~.., .A. .__.,. <J a ... .....,, --1 .......... 1.-.l.,.~ .,1 .... 'I...- -- _,_ • ._,.:,._.., '-·- .... '-., bJ ._) 

raciiatitJ11. 1"b_e er1erg)' cliffererices fJet'~\leen ele.ctror1 states c-iiffers amor1g 
elernerrts~ and l1e;r1ce ar1al~)'sis ()f tt1e cl1aracteristic: x-rays en1itted. b~1 deca.ying 
electrons cc.tnstitt1tes an eler11entally (3.iagnostic sigr1ature. trh.is is the basis t)f 

electron probe microamilysi.s, for example. 

Raman spectroscopy works on a similar principle. The energy in the laser 
stimulates, by absorption, rr..olecules in the target, which is subsequently re
emitted at different wavelengths. The re-emiiteci wavelengths depend in part 
on the temperature of the targeted molecule, and in part on its molecular and 
atornic structure. Atomic bonds among different element pairs. for example, re--._..... ~ ... 

emit at characteristic wavelengths, which can then be analysed and measmed to 
help identify the emitting molecule. 

The basis for using this technique to identify fish species relies on the different 
pigments present in the dermis. Under LIDAR stimulation these pigments (each 
of which has a different molecular structure) re-emit Raman spectra, which in 
theory can then be used to identify the target (once a library of such emission 
spectra has been built up experimentally). Evidence to support the applicability 
of this approach is scant, and based entirely on laboratory studies. Sharma, et 
al. (1995) exposed sections of the dorsal integument of three different pelagic 
fishes (black marlin, dolphin and skipjack tuna) to a LID AR ( wavelength 
unspecified) in the laboratory, and found significant differences in the re
emitted Raman spectra (Fig. 3). The extent to which these differences would be 
discernible in the field, or are relevant to whole fish signatures was not 
addressed in the pilot study. 

5. GENERAL D iSCUSSION: A PPUCABIUTY Of TOWED BODY UDAR TO IENTHIC FISH 
BIOMASS SURVEYS 

There are two essential criteria for fish biomass assessment in the context of 
evaluating LIDARs potential: areal coverage and fish identification. The lure of 
a LIDAR based system was relatively rapid coverage of a large area, combined 
with species level identification. The technical details available regarding 
current systems raises doubts about satisfaction of either criterion. 

AREAL COVERAGE: 

Current demersal trawl technology samples an area of about 10-20 m width, at 
speeds of up to about 2-4 knots (3.7 - 7.4 km/hour). The potential coverage of 
towed-body LIDAR-js considerably greater: swath widths of 1.4 X altitude, 
where the latter is about 6 X absorption distances, could easily generate 
sampling paths greater than 100m in dear conditions, sampled at tow speeds of 
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4-'7 knots. A swath width of 100 mat 4 kEots constitutes a 500 - 2000% increase 
jp c·arDP!;,,g effic"ienry' <JVP'l' rra,·, 'I c·,::.,-r1nlino .1. J. J_ - _._J:.'j.._J._._.l. ,,.l.,;,.... ..... -"-.1 .... ~ " , -1- ._,_ VY_._ V'-'tJi. ..,.}___..2.~..o..•.o• 

y_·c t' . . ,. . YJr 'R .,. . 1.'.!ovvever, nere are tv1c) co.nstra1t1-ts or1 sarr1p11r1g 1Js1ng t.d.J.i~ . J•trst} rnaJ{lfnt1rn_ 
altitude is determined by water clarity. As noted above, water clarity on the SE 
sl1elf is typically· su.cl-1 tf1at rn_axixn·u111 altit~J.d.e of th·e LII)AR wo11ld k;e 20 n] cJr 
l _ i , 1• .. • 1 h ~., 1 :l"'\ d !-Jess, prooucmg a corresponamg swatJ.1 .,.,.T1Gtu. ot less tnan J(1 m un er 0est 
conditions. Conditions in other environments, such as the N\W shelf, would 
permit operations at higher altitudes, but at a cost in resolution. 

This is due to a second constraint on areal coverage, which derives from the 
relationship between speed of the towed-body, altitude and resolution. In 
general, the greater the tow speed and altitude, the lower the resolution. Tow 
speed and altitude are both critical because they jointly determine the number 
of photons per pixel, where the latter is set by a minimum signal-to-noise ratio 
required by the photodetectors in use (40,000 photons/pixel): the greater the 
altitude (i.e., wider the swath), the slower the towed body has to be flown in 
order to achieve this minimum for a given tanzet. The relationshio between tow 

<J • 

speed and altitude is non-linear (see Figures Al and A2, Appendix 4). Even 
under ideal conditions, it appears that maximum working altitude rarely 
exceeds 15 m, at speeds generally less than 3 knots (5.5 km/hour), in order to 
achieve even a relatively low image resolution of 1024 pixels/line. 

Areal coverage at an altitude of 15 m and 5.5 km/hour tow speed can still be 
about 3 times higher than achieved using conventional trawling (assuming a 
conservative estimate of the latter of a 10 m swath towed at 2 knots). It should 
be noted, however, that this coverage will vary with water clarity and could 
often be considerably less. 

Further, coverage is also constrained by the size and reflectivity of the target, as 
these inherently affect the number of photons returning to the detector. 
Consider a redfish. A good sized redfish is about 30 cm long, and 4-5 cm 
across, when viewed from the top (as it would be by the LIDAR). At an altitude 
of 15 m and resolution of 1024 pixels/line, each pixel integrates a width of 
about 2.0 cm. (wider farther from the vertical line directly under the LIDAR). 
Hence, a LIDAR sweep horizontally across a large redfish would constitute 
about 2 adjacent pixels. Given that fish are not perfectly flat dorsally, it is 
realistic to expect signal loss due to scattering off the fish's surface, etc., such 
that the information content of the two pixels would be relatively low. In order 
to achieve a reasonable likelihood of detection during that sweep, a resolution 
of perhaps 4 pixels/fish would appear to be desirable, i.e., 2048 pixels/line. 
Figure A2 in Appendix 4 indicates that at 2048 pixels/line, maximum tow speed 
at an altitude of 15 m is about 0.4 knots (0.75 m/hour). Hence, at a resolution 
apparently useful for redfish detection, areal coverage by the towed-body 
LID AR is less than ( about 40%) that achieved during a normal trawling 
operation. Some of this reduced effectiveness is recovered by use of the LIDAR 
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i.n C<)r1.tin11ot1s operatior1 (as C)pposed tc> tra\\/1S V\rhicl1 I1t~e(j to be fret, rect-"Yverecf, 
.,. ·,I T~":!·,}~ a e,~-;,- .,,_ ,(.._'.,-- t~_ ... " .. ..._g .,.h' '1--, r,~ ge•-,il--1-. '· ~ ,-,,J - ,.... " f 1'!--- -l et.C.,1. a, w1_ver, ,"veu 1ac..__,11u _ L.,,1s Ju ~,ug__ ,:01.e> an ;::nea1 cove,. agf_ oy lOWeG-

ti(Jd.y IID~t\_P,_ roughly eq.11iv·alent to or less tl1an tl1at of ccJ:n""\.rer1tional trav .. rls. 

SPECIES IDENTIFIO.TION 

Despite its other ~hort--comings, one major adv::mtage of ccnven::ional trawling 
. , . ' ', . h 1 •• ' .h . l . , 1s that 1t produces specimens u.-1 ana, wh1cn can t, eri De s1 • .L)iectec.1 to any 
desiral)le lt,::·vel of taxo11on1ic or ecologicaJ a~nalysis. LII)Al{, in ccJr1trast, 
produces only images. As noted above, the quality (resolution) of the image 
depends on operating conditions. 

Information as to how useful images produced would be for fish identification 
is not readily availabie. Like any other monochromatic video system, LIDAR 
will be incapable to discriminating among very similar species, unless these 
species can be delineated on the basis of other information (e.g., habitat or 
depth distributions). Some indication of the usefulness of the system can be 
gleaned from images produced in the 'sales brochures", several of which 
contain fishes. 

Figures 3 and 4 in Appendix 4 are taken at an altitude of 8 m (swath width 11.2 
m), tow speed of 1.8 m/hr (and hence areal coverage about 50% of a 
conventional tow), and resolution of 2048 pixels/line. Three fish are evident in 
the large image; a magnified image of one (a flatfish, apparently) is shown in 
figure 4. Comparison with the stated size of the overall image (35 feet wide by 
17. 5 feet long) suggests that ali three fish are around 45-50 cm SL. ln the 
magnified sub-section, a smaller (about 25 cm) individual is also visible. 

Identification of the species in the image is, in my opinion, problematical 
(unless there are extenuating circumstances, such as only one species of flatfish 
is found in the area). Although gross details of the individual are clearly visible, 
even magnified there seems to be little basis, at this resolution, for optimism 
about species identification from the monochromatic images alone. 

Figure 7 of Appendix 4 was also taken at an altitude of 8 m, but at a higher tow 
speed (7.2 rn./hour) and lower resolution (1024 pixels/line). The fish in the 
image is approximately 81 cm SL, by comparison with the pipeline at the centre 
of the image, which is described as 40 inches in diameter. On the basis of the 
image I suspect that an experienced fish taxonomist could make a reasonable 
guess at the identity of the fish, based on its shape and general coloration. 

I conclude from this that at typical resoiutions and low altitudes, fish 
identification from the monochromatic images produced by towed-body LIDAR 
are probably just adequate to species identification or, more likely, identification 
to groups of similar appearing species. The effectiveness of the system would 
be criticaliy dependent on image analysis by qualified taxonomists, and would 
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be er1l1a11ced byy ir1formati-011 c,r1 11at}itat requirem.en.ts {)f siinilar a1-)1)earir1g 
P ........ ~,,.'"'·;.:::::a.c .,_·l·;..-..1-t- "'1~fgl1t J::-:.""~1 .. 1·~t-..-.•p. :r.-p(.:.::..,.,;e,;." fQ1Pnt1f1·,,at;r•n ·r ,..l}~o ''""0 ..... --.,.,,,]]'t"le ho~,cr"3'1:!p..,. .-,JI--·~1c0 lb<•.<-,,, u .• L.h •• 11."1.L•- 0 ,~._., 0, ,_., •. _,_,_ •- ,hJ.L • "'·''-' Luih .. ,,,:__i , _,,. ,cyCv,_1, 

tl1at e·~/en i!1 the f)restu:11.al)ly 11.igl1 qt1ality irnages cl:1c)sen_ fOr the sales br<Jci1t1re 
ir1riivicl11als rrn1ch less thar1 50 c111 SL V·/f_;~ild be cliffictilt to idenfif}r, ,vitt1()lJ.t 

a1"1cillary i11f or111atic)r1. 

/·rw(> sucl1 sotirces c;f ir1fc)rr11atior1 hav·e been_ tested thus far. Or1e, r1oteci abt1ve, 
is the Raman spectra. The concept of examining R<iman spectra, and more 
b d- il · - ' .c ' ··1 · J ' · roa, ly ~.uorescence s1gnatures, re-em1ttea lfom 1aser 11.umm.atea obJects, 
including fishes, is intriguing. However, there are at least three practical 
considerations that need to be investigated before the technique can be 
endorsed. 

First, experimental data sepporting differences 2.mong species in the Rarnan 
spectra emitted is extremely sparse, consisting virtually of a laboratory test on 
small sections of dorsal integument. w-hiie these test results look promising, 
they hardly suffice to answer questions about how a large area integrated signai 
from a fish with a potentially complex colour pattern would be characterised. It 
is also not clear that fishes with simiiar colour patterns might not also exhibit 
similar Raman spectra. Hence, while the existing data, as noted, look 
promising, effort shouid be expended in both realistic laboratory trials and, 
perhaps, controlled field studies, before the technique is developed for field 
application. 

Second, it is not evident in the available literature how strong the Raman 
spectra are, relative to ambient light. Nor is it clear how much it would be 
attenuated in water of various degrees of clarity. As noted above, the LIDAR 
has to be slowed already and moved closer to the target in order to achieve an 
adequate signal-to-noise ratio even for monochromatic images (the 40,000 
photons/pixel required by the detector). A similar, if probably considerably 
greater problem would occur in acquiring an adequate signal-to-noise ratio to 
pick out and measure quantitatively peaks in the Raman spectrum, implying 
overall light input higher than even the 40,000 photons required. If so, then 
this reduces even further the practical utility of the towed system for large area 
underwater surveys. 

Third, capturing and analysing the Raman spectrum for each pixel is a hugely 
complex job of data management. As opposed to the monochromatic system 
(or acoustics), where a single datum is recorded per pixel (or its equivalent in 
an acoustic system), a very complex and high resolution set of data capturing 
intensities across a wide spectmm would have to be captured and stored for 
each pixel if the Raman spectrum was to be used for species identification. 
Current LIDAR configurations are not equipped to handle this volume of data, 
and developing a system that would do so automatically and efficiently is not 
trivial. It would also have to be matched to an equally complex system that 
would examine each pixel-based data set automatically, characterise the Raman 
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spectrum at each, and plot each into a mapped image before decisions could be 
made about the significance of each observation. 

The second approach is suggested by Churnside & McGillivary 0991), who 
examined the level and patterns of polarization of the light reflected off fish 
from a LIDAR. Basically they suspended dead pelagic fish species in an 
aquarium (dorsal side towards the LIDAR), illuminated a spot immediately 
ahead of the dorsal fin, and then measured gross reflectance, plane polarization 
and rotational polarization for 5 finfish species and a squid. All specimens were 
collected in the eastern Pacific Ocean. The results are generally promising. As 
expected a dark colored specimen (the squid) reflected much less light than the 
finfish, and among the finfishes there were strong indications of different levels 
of plane and rotaional polarization of the reflected light. How these would 
translate into a field situation with moving targets is not yet clear. As well, 
some of the concerns relevant to capture, analysis and interpretation of the 
Raman spectra apply to analysis of the polarization patterns as well. 

In summary, I conclude that the existing monochromatic system is probably 
adequate for species level identification of large, morphologically distinct 
individuals, when the system is run slowly enough and at a low enough altitude 
to produce high resolution data. It does not appear to suffice to identify smaller 
fishes, unless run at extremely high resolutions (which are impractical for field 
surveys), and even for larger ones, ancillary information about depth and 
habitat preferences is likely to be crucial to narrow down the species identity 
from a range of possibilities. Further, I conclude that use of other spectral 
signatures, such as the Raman spectrum and polarization, while full of potential, 
is at far too preliminary a stage to justify major involvement with the approach 
at this stage. 

6. IMPLICATIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

Biomass assessment based on trawl surveys are fraught with difficulties. Trawl 
surveys are logistically difficult, often statistically weak, effort and cost intensive 
and frequently difficult to interpret, because of differences among vessels (and 
crews,) in fishing power and, particularly differences among and within species 
in catchability. For all these reasons, biomass estimates based on swept area 
methods and the like are usually taken 'with a grain of salt' and, in Australia at 
least, rarely form the basis for TACs and management plans for finfishes. 

Finding an alternative technique that would allow accurate and precise biomass 
estimates for dispersed fish species is a consistent, if perhaps low key objective 
of fisheries science. Towed-body LIDAR appeared to offer such an alternative. 
First reports suggested a technological break-through, whereby large areas 
could be surveyed at relatively small expense (particularly as man-power and 
vessel requirements are slight relative to trawl surveys) while producing high 
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qt1aiity cJ.ata that jt1st 1rtigl1t resolve fish tt1 t.f1e species level. lJnfortl1n.atelj\ 
scn1t.in.Jr c)f tt1e perft)r1nar1ce ch.aracteristics of existir1g sy·sterns d.oes n.ot support 
first rei)OtTs. Alth_ol.1gl1 t<)weci--body LlDAR. is a st1bsta.ntial irn.pr{)'le1ner1t on. 
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' • • h < 1 • • , , l I • ,. 'j • • r tnat wh1c ... can De acmeved w1tn stane,,ara towed nets. v1n1,.,arly, suggest10ns or 

high quality. species level identification from UDAR irnages appear premature. 
though improvements in technology might change this in the near future. 

The central problem with the towed-body LIDAR at this point is lack of laser 
power. As currently configured, the laser in towed-body LIDARs run at a 
maximum of 2 watts. Though not s:ated explicitly anywhere, the fact that they 

11 1 , h 'f h" 1 l • 1 ct''fC• l • f usua . y run a ess tnan ah t.,1s power suggest tecnno1og1ca1 1 11cu ties o, 
running high power operations At beam intensities :;; 1 watt, the LIDAR is 
limited in its ability to produce high rates of returning photons, which might 
increase operational altitude (and hence swath width) and system resoiution 
(and hence facilitate species identification). Literature reports suggest lasers of 
up to 20 kilowatts have been employed in the field for bathometric mapping, 
although not from a towed body. 

There are also recent developments towards a deployable multi-frequency 
LIDAR, though these systems appear as yet to be mainly experimental. Multi
frequency LIDARs potentially offer the same advantage for species identification 
that the use of multiple frequencies does in acoustic approaches. Reflectance 
patterns of dermal pigments are likely to differ among species differently for 
each laser frequency, so that composite monochromatic images for each laser 
could generate useful pseudo-colour images that would improve prospects for 
species identification. Again, this technology is only just coming on line, and 
would still suffer the problems discussed above regarding areal coverage and 
the like. 

Hence, the implications for research and management at this stage are: 

1. Towed-body LIDAR is not a panacea for benthic fish surveys. It 
complements existing trawl-based techniques, but cannot replace them. 

2. Towed-body LIDAR is a more powerful field tool that standard video systems 
for purposes of, for example, mapping benthos. As such, properly 
developed, it might provide a useful tool for sampling fish in areas too rough 
for conventional trawl surveys. 

Therefore, we recornmend 

1. That a watching brief be maintained on towed-body LIDAR technology, to 
assess the impacts of more powerful and multi-spectral laser systems. There 
appears to be considerable potential for rapid technological development in 
these areas, which couid substantially improve the performance of these 
systems in fisheries applications. 
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2. That if any r::=:search is supported, it should be ir,. the area of species 
recog11ition. ~rv~ro appr(Jaches s.ee1r1 -~rc_;rth pr1rsuir1g: testir1g f\1rther th~e 
L1sefuJr1ess c.·f Ra111ar1 Sf)ectroscc.JfYY in rc~alistlc !abc)ratory 2nd. fielcJ settings, 
a.ncl at1to,n1ated i1nage a11al;rsis c~f videt, images for fish e~11l1rr1,eratio11 and 
ic!entification. 

3. 1\s the data handling problenis of acoustic and iaser-based systems are 
• H ., • 1 • i re h ,. \ < • t-· -v1rt-craify :taer1t1ca1, cont1111..-1ec e~1orts s ou1a oe rr1aa.e to irr1prove t111s 

capability in towed-body systems in general. Any ri.ew technology that 
comes on line is likely to increase, rather than reduce, the amounts and 

1 . h h-. h . .,. ' . , d' . • ' I speec. W1t." W iCt ciata -,um neea to be nan ted ana anar:,rsec.. 

4. Given that the interactions between fishing, fish and benthic communities is 
a priority issL,e, and likely to become more important in the future, towed-
body LIDAR should be investigated as a n10re efficient alternative to current 
acoustic and video-based approaches to benthic surveys. Short duration field 
triais to assess the usefui.ness of this technoiogy for benthic mapping appear 
warranted. 
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.. 

Contribution by other 
sources 

Cash $ $ $ $ 
Other (include 'in-kind') $ $ $ $ 

-
$ $ $ $ 

Total Contribution by 
other sources 

- -- --

GoTAL BUDGET I $61,409 [ $ $ $ 
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PART B - PROJECT DESCRIPTI()N 

Bl l~,RDC PROGRA!\.1 
1--·,--

' i 
i Program 1 Natural fish Resources 

Sub 1nogram: Knowledge of Fisheries Resources 

K ,ey Issues: 
Resource assessment techniques 
Resource assessm.ent 
stock delineation/definition 

.B2 NEED 

Inherent in management needs for virtually all stocks is an estimate of cun-ent 
biomass. For demersal fish stocks, biomass assessments currently involve one of three 
techniques: trawl surveys, acoustics and, occasionally, underwater photography. 
However, all three methods criticaliy limited regarding the information can be gained 
from them, principally because they provide data at either end of a spatiaJ 
coverage/resolution continuum (Figure 1). Trawl surveys, for example, can cover 
relatively large areas, but because of sampling problems and biasses provide poor 
resolution of fish density and composition, whereas at the other end of the spectrum, 
underwater photographs can provide very high resolution, very accurate data, but only 
for small areas due to limits on water visibility, speed of tows, lighting, etc. 

Figure 1 

Resolution 

Trawling Acoustics LIDAR Photoirraph 
I 

Spatial coverage .__ ___________ _ 
Similarly, acoustic techniques are of very limited use for widely dispersed species 
close to the bottom and often have difficulty distinguishing among species. 

Recently a new technology is beginning to emerge that could provide both high 
resolution and wide spatial coverage. LIDAR (Light Detection And Ranging) is an 
active sensing system, based on the analysis of the spectrai characteristics of a 
reflected laser beam. The technology is widely used in an air-borne configuration for 
terrain mapping and the like, and, as an air-borne system, has been trialled for 
detecting surface schools of fish (with mixed results). We propose to investigate a 
complementary application of LID AR, which is also just reaching the field trial stage 
of development. Several overseas (mainly US) groups are in the process of 
developing and trialling LIDAR in a towed-body configuration, in which the LIDAR 
is 'flown' above the ocean bottom and records reflectance patterns of substrata, 
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pipelines for evide~.ce of leakage, in which cases the LU)AR serves pdmarily a3 a I 
very hio-1-, reso!ut;r.q nhotoor::io}-,ic S'y",terri nn" that is rnp,·h k·c:" affe,·i-ed bv ·1Jnor wat",r · o.i... ~ ....... .._._ r .~ ... ~ t,"'· ~-.1. ....... .., _., __ , ~- v 1,._ ... ,_ •• ..1,. - ,,,. ., ~- _,..,~..... .._ ~ ,,..,,., - • .t - ..... ... .. ,.-

1 . I . ' • . ( h h · . ' " ,. c anty L1an nassrve nnotograN11c svstems ,e.g., L1ose L.aI cteoena on ret1ectanc::! or 
ria.tural light). Durir;g such trials and applications, it has been widely noted that fish 
and macro-iEvertebrates are often very conspicuous on the processed LIDAR images, 
which has lead to the suggestion that it could be useful in fish stock assessmems. 

Three points make this observation particulalr;y interesting from the perspective of 
measuring biomass of demersal fish stocks. First, because of the speed at which the 

1 instrument records data, it can potentially be towed at 5-8 knots, while still providing 
high resolution spatial information regarding the substrata. Second, because the 
system is relatively unaffected by water clarity, it can potentially be towed at heights 
of up to several hundred meters off the bottom and, at that height, can scan a path 
several hundred meters across. The combination of this tow speed and swath width 
implies the potential for veiy cost effective, broad areal coverage of areas surveyed. 
And third, unpublished data suggests that the reflectance patterns of various organisms 
may be species specific (which is intuitively reasonable, as differently colored fishes 
can be expected to reflect different spectra back to the analyzer).. The potential being 
hyped overseas is that this system, when properly configured, is capable of high speed, 
very accurate counting of all fish in a sample area, identified to the species level. If 
so, such a system could fundamentaliy alter the way in which demersal fish stock 
assessments are cai:ried out. 

We propose a desk study to sort out the hype from reaiity. Information on 
deployments and trials of the towed-body LIDAR (also referred to as a 'laser line scan 
system') are sketchy, in part because of potential commercial value of the information, 
in part because deployments for geological and engineering purposes are often not 
well reported in the fisheries literature, and in part becasue of the rapidly developing 
nature of the field and the long lag time before such developments are widely reported 
in the scientific literature. Nonetheless, at least two groups (RICHARD, NEED 
NAME OF THE BOSTON FIRM DOING THIS, ON THE ARTICLE IN THE FILE 
AND MIT, WHATEVER, FROM GAULDIE'S INFO) have carried out 
developmental trials. Field work is also currently underway at the University of 
Hawaii and a eologically oriented trial was recently carried out in the Gulf of Mexico. 
The nature and sophistication of these trials has still to be determined. Informal 
discussions with the group at the Univ. of Hawaii, for example, suggests the Gulf of 
Mexico trials were done using relatively unsophisticated equipment and a low level of 
data analysis (basically black-and-white images, rather than full spectral analysis). A 
variety of analytical procedures have been suggested, e.g., Raman spectroscopy, but 
the extent to which they are applicable to LID AR spectra, the degree of sophistication 
of spectrum stripping paradigms required, and data handling capabilities used (which 
would be comparable to those required for acoustic data) have also not been 
determined. 

We propose to visit laboratories overseas where this developmental work is underway, 
assess the current state,-of-the-art and the likely time until real-world applications are 
possible, and discuss data processing requirements both with the current developers 
and with Australian scientists familiar with the technology. We bring to this 
assessment four critical capabilities. First, we are very familiar with the requirements 
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for and problem:_; associated ~.vith biomass assessment of demersal fish and shellfish 
stocks. Sec<Jnd, the spectral anal;rsis prolJler.n is sin1ilar to th.os,e ¼te routinely d_eal 

• • • • • "J f' • ., . . ~ . . . w1tr1 ill 1nterpret111g .l\.--ray s1,ectra <Jr pn.1n·e 1n1croana1ys1s. 1 h1rct, ,Jata piocessing <)n 
' ' . d . . ;:· . n·'IR- ·. . . d · · ' tne sca1e reqmre 1s routme 1or tne L:S U acou:mcs group arH1, m eea, some ct tne 

software we are currently developing has been designed with portability to LIDAR 
ri t .,... "" - 0 1 ~ 1- ~-•,1.d- (i a, thp -, ,(:'--.:• ~_.:,. ;{' ... ..,., f,...., .f...,.. rni, r da · d .~a.a, as ah exc.mp e, 1n ,n,,. .,.,.,., , v ~ottv,,ai..., 1,, moou1ar a1 ,o,m, a.,r .. a~ cos1gne, 
T -DA~ . d '". ' 1 b .. 1 + d · · · ,..... · · ....,l t<.-onente up-iront mocm1e can. e readi.y graite on to the ex1strng t.J!S-t1ased 
processing system). And fourth, we ha-..1e some (albeit not expert) background in 
optical sciences. 

On the basis of our own experience and input from Australian experts in all.ied fieids, 
with whom we will discuss the hype. and available data, 'Ne will produce an evaluation 
of the apparent potential of the technique. We will also make recommendations 
regarding the extent to which and the ways in which Australian fisheries science cculd 
benefit by involvement in the developing field. 

B3 

B4 INDUSTRY & MANAGEMENT CONSULTATION 

The need for fisheries-independent biomass information has been identified by the 
Demersal and Pelagic Fisheries research Group has the highest priority for SET fish 
stocks. The priority of this work, albeit not ranked against other SET projects, was 
endorsed by SETMAC and by GITLC and SILC at a joint sitting to discuss research 
priorities in 1992. It was not specified, however, how these assessments would be 
carried out, for species other than those suited for acoustic biomass estimation. The 
current proposal ~will investigate a means by which this information need can be met. 

BS DIRECT BENEFITS & BENEFICIARIES 

The beneficiaries of this project will be the fishing industry and fishery managers, who 
will benefit from substantially enhanced knowledge of the state of fish stocks. The 
Australian community will benefit from the enhanced capability for maintaining trawl 
fish stocks at sustainabie levels. 

B6 FLOW OF BENEFITS 

Fishing Industry 
Fishery Managers 
Australian Community 

30% 
40% 
30% 
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B7 F'ORM OF RESULTS 
. --------------·--------·------

to FR&DC 

-----··-------·- --- ---------- ________ ! 

BS ADOPTION OF RESULTS 

1 This moiect will provide a formal assessment of the efficacy of 
problems in fish Stock asessment. It 'Nill thus DfOVide the information 
objectively assess a Lil)AI?. system by industry or government groups 
interested in pursuing this technology for the benefit of the Australian fishing us·-~~v~,. 

No threats are seen to the adoption or use of this report. 

B9 FEASIBILITY ANALYSIS 

The principal threats to this project will be moves towards corr.mercial secrecy by 
those individuals and institutions who are cun-ently in the process of developing 
LID AR techniques and technologies. The commercialisation potential of this 
technology is immense, with many offshore survey applications. It is believed that 
moves towards patenting and/or commercialisation by the mainly US based companies 
such as Raytheon and Mff will quickly erode scope for parallel development in 
Austraiia unless moves are soon made to become involved in technology development 
in Australia. 

The main means of overcoming these problems lies in the existing skills base with 
regard to laser technology that resides within CSIRO, Australian universities and the 
DSTO. In this respect, results from the study should be easily usable within an 
Ausralian context. 

In terms of expertise in the field of stock assessment, CSIRO has the bulk of 
Australian expertise in quantifying and modelling fish stocks and associated technical 
skills. LIDAR based information will enhance this capability for providing high 
quality advice regarding status of fish stocks. 

BlO METHODS 

This desktop study will include formal discussions and visits to those researchers 
currently undertaking LID AR development and applying it to assessment of fish stock 
and other marine survey problems. Identification of Australian expertise in the 
relevant technoiogy will be made, and an assessment made of the real costs, benefits 
and expectations associated with towed-body LIDAR. 

Likely benefits of an enhanced stock assessment capability for various fisheries will be 
identified with BRS, AFMA and state agencies. 
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Rll PERFORMANCE INDICATORS ~------------------------------- -------------·-, 

Production of finai report, by 31 December 1994. 

B12 MILESTONES 
I 
I 1 i '-• Contact and visit with overseas researchers working in the field of LIDAR 

technology and fisheries assessment, by March 1994. 
2 

3. 

4. 

Identification and con.tact with relevant Australian based iaser engineering 
expertise, by June 1994 
Identification and contact with relevant Australian based spectroscopic analyr,is 
expertise, by July 1994 
Production of final report, by December 1994. 

B13 OTHER RELATED 

assessment 

B14 FACILITIES 

at 

B15 STAFF 

Dr. Ronald Thresher M.Sc, PhD 
Program Leader, Temperate and Deepwater Fisheries Resources Program. CSIRO 
Division of Fisheries 

Mr. Richard McLaughlin B.Sc(Hons), M.Sc. 
Project Leader, Temperate and Deepwater Fisheries Resources Program. CSIRO 
Division of Fisheries 

Mr. Rudi Kloser, 
Hydro-acoustic scientist and data analyst, Temperate and Deepwater Fisheries 
Resources Program. CSIRO Division of Fisheries 
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ArPEHD!X 2: UTTER REQUESTING PROHCT DHAY 

25 November 1994 

ML Peter Dundas-SITith 
Executive Di:ector 
FR&DC 
PO Box 9025 
Deakin, ACT 2600 

Dear Peter 

I refer to FR&DC grant DF24/CN (A desktop evaluation of towed-body LID AR for 
biomass assessment of demersal fish stocks), 

This project, which was funded from the FR&DC/Commonwealth Trust Fund, was 
scheduled for completion at the end of this fiscal year. This timetable is no longer 
practical, however, due to the resignation of the Project Officer involved in the study, 
Mr. Richard McLoughlin. Although only one of the three CSIRO staff involved in the 
project (the other two are R. Thresher and R. Kloser), it was expected that Mr. 
McLoughlin would undertake the principal tasks of assembling the necessary 
information from the literature and personal contacts, synthesising this information for 
discussion and evaluation with other project staff, and drafting the final report. 
Because of fiscal constraints, we have been unable to replace Mr. McLaughlin in the 
short term and the other staff on the project have been unable to fill completely the gap 
left by his departure. 

All salary costs associated with the project are CSIRO contributions. No FR&DC 
funds have yet been expended, although work on the project has progressed. 

Due to the unforeseen staffing problems and because we still feel that an evaluation of 
the technology has considerable value, I request that the project deadline be extended 
for one year ( to 3 I December 1995), to allow the two remaining staff time to complete 
the evaluation. This extension will require no additional FR&DC funds. 

Sincerely 

Dr. Peter C. Young 
Chief 
Division of Fisheries 
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APPENDIX 3: MILESTONE REPORT 

MILESTONE Rf?ORT --- IJFH/(A {A r,ESKTOP EVAliJATiON lH rnwrn-BODY ~!OAR HIR BiOM1iss 
I\SSESSMEiH OF iHMEP.SAl f!5H SfOCKS ). 

As specified in the project proposal, t:ie key miJestone to be cornpleted at this 
si:age is contact with and commur~icat{or1 with relevant Australian and, 
patticulady, interr:ational experts in towed--body LIDAR technology, with 
specific regard to inquiries about applicability of this technology to large scale 
fish surveys. 

A preliminary assessment of the available expertise indicated reiatively little 
Australian-based experts in the field. Several expressed interest in the project 
and might be able to comrnent on the outcomes, but were unable to contribute 
substantially to the evaluation. Experts at DSTO, in particular, who are working 
with range-gated underwater imaging systems (similar to LIDAR) will be 
contacted as the final report is being drafted. 

Internationally, contacts have been made and foliowecl up with 

Hawaiian Institute of Geophysics (University of Hawaii) 

Applied Remote Technology (Massachusetts, USA) 

Science Applications International Corporation (san Diego, USA) 

Deepsea Developments International (Massachusetts, USA) 

SETS Technology (Hawaii, USA), and, for background information, 

the organisers of the 2nd and 3rd Thematic Conferences on Remote Sensing 
for Marine and Coastal Environments. 

Of these, ART (developer and commercial manager of the LS-4096) towed-body 
LIDAR and SAIC (developer and commercial manager of thew ULISYS system) 
are the most important. Contacts with ART and the University of Hawaii were 
done in person as an adjunct to overseas trips otherwise supported by funds 
other than those provided by FRDC. 

The results of these contacts generally support the conclusion that initial reports 
of the usefulness of LIDAR for demersal fish assessment were exaggerated. 
Final analysis of the results of the discussions and literature review is in 
progress, but the main conclusion is likely to be that the scan coverage possible 
by towed body LIDAR is likely to be too small and/or too slow to be practically 
feasible as a means of broad area biomass assessment. 
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APPENDIX 4 

SYSTEM MANUAL 

APPLIED REMOTE TECHNOLOGY 
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THE LS-4096 LASER ILL.UM!NA TED 
UNDERWAl'ER IMAGING SYSTEM 

Bryan W. Coles 

Appiie<:t Remote T echnoiogy, inc 
9950 Scripps Lake Drive, Suite 106 

San Diego, California 921 ~31 
(619) 695-9411 

Revision A 
30 August 1994 

ABSTRACT 

A new, commercially available, field-deployable laser line scan undeiwater imaging system, the 
LS-4096, has recently been .developed and demonstrated under a variety of rigorous operating 
conditions. The purpose of this report is to provide the reader with a full appreciation for the current 
~tate of these developments. The report begins with a brief discussion of operational results 
obtained \Nith the system during recent field trials in San Diego and the North Sea. Following this 
overview the motivated reader is provided with a brief description of the LS-4096. And finally, 
appendices are included that provide a quantitative review of the operating envelope that can be 
provided by the LS-4098 and a summary of key system specifications. 

© Copyright 1994 by Applied Remote Technology, Inc. 
All Rights Reserved. 



INTRODUCTION 

The idea of using iaser iii1,;mii1ated sensors in the underwater environrnt,nt has been an intriguing 
possibility e·w'ar since the first lasars were demonstrated over 30 years ago. Pos.-;ib!e arcnitectures 
for tasar i!luminated undef\Nstar imaging syste1ns were disc;,1ssed pubiiciy for tha first time at the 
initial Ocean Ootic.<J; Conference spon~ornd by the SP!E in 196s<1> and sa't'erai programs to develop 
unde.water laser syst1:m,s were initiated and active!;: funded during tht~ !ate ~ S60's and eariy 
1970's. These initial programs, L:nfortunately, faiiad to meet their tecl'micai <)bjisctivss or the 
expet~tatlons of their sponsors and wsre s~bsequently discontinued. Sut)j:>Orting technoiogies such 
as cornrnercial lm,ers a11d digital elec~ronics continued to mature; however, and by the rnid-1980's it 
became appropriate to reavaluata tha practicai realizability and operational potentiai of underwater 
las-er syst'?.ms. Several undeiwater iaser system deva!opment prngrams were inriiated betwaen 
1986 and ·t 990 and r1ave bee-n cor.i:lnuous!y supported vi.'it:h the ;esult that reliable operationa! 
systems ,m,; now becr>ming commerc:a!!y available. 

'fhg purpose of ti'iis paper is to discuss one such system, designated the LS-4096, that is the result 
of the development efforts of App!ied Remote Technology, !nc. (ARl). This system utiilzes stat&
of-the-art technoiogy to prnvide a very user-f1iend!y operator interface, usi:lr-seiect;;,ib!e image 
resolution of 512, 1024, 2048, or 4096 pixe!s across the fixed 70" field-of-view, a video signal 
dynamic range of 134dB (14--bit}, and a demonstrated u:sefui operating n:.nge of up to six optical 
beam attermation lengths (equivalent to a maximum operating platform altitude of 5 attenuation 
lengths). The underw.;ter portion of the system, which is built around an efficient solkl,state laser, 
has proven itself to be rugged, reiiable, and capable of provkling dependable performance in the 
most demanding commercial offshore enviromm,nr.:;. 

SYSTEM DESCRIPTION 

In its most basic form, the LS-4096 consists of the 1.mdeiwater Optical Sensor, the topside Control 
Console, and the Communication Link that ties them together. A useful operational system can be 
assembled by mounting the optical sensor on a deployment platform, such as an /J,UV or ROTV, 
and adding several supporting components, such as an umbilical cable and power supplies. 

Two typical operational systems am shown in Figure 1. in the top photograph the LS-4096 sensor 
is being installed in the cargo bay of ART's XP-21 Autcmomous Underwater Vehicle (AUV) and in 
the bottom photograph the same sensor is installed in the SubSea FOCUS Remotely Operated 
Towed Vehicle (ROTV}. The LS-4096 was installed in the XP-21 vehicle and tested in the ocean 
off the coast of San Diego during April and May, 1994. Duriny the following month, the LS-4096 
was installed on the SubSea FOCUS in Aberdeen, Scotland, and tested under actua! operating 
conditkms in the North Sea. 

The topside Control Console for the LS-4096 is shown pictorially in Figure 2. The console 
equipment is organized into two separate units to make shipping and handling easier. Each unit 
consists of a rugged high-density polyethylene (HOPE) shipping case that is fitted with a shock 
mounted EIA standard 19..Jnch equipment rack. The eiect-ronic equipment is bolted into these 
racks and the two 1.mits are interconnected via cables that plug into their back panels. Unless 
brackets need to be welded to the ship's bulkhead or some other indirect tasks must be completed 
the entire LS-4096 system can be installed, interconnected, and certified for operational 
deployment in two hours or less. 

The LS-4096 produces images that have high resolution, •tlida field-of-view, and high dynamic 
range. This combination of high performance characteristics, which is unique in the world of 
tmderwater optical sensors, results in images of unsurpassed inforrnation content. Large amounts 

.. --·-----~--·------·-----·------·-·--.-..-..-·· ...... ____ ,._, ____________________ _ 
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Figure 1 
Typical operational implementations of the LS--4096 Laser Une Scan System 
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with Shock !solat111d 

Racks 

Figure 2 
Typical shipboard installation of the LS-4096 Controi Console equipment. Installation, integration, 

and system check-out generally requires i:\,vo hours or less. 
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t1f data can, of course, present ths operator \¼1th significant problems as vte!I c:s substantial 
benefit'S. The system Controi Consoie has been designed with this \n rnirn1. 

As m,mtioned :Jbove, the topside Cnr.troi Console equipment i5 packaged lnto two separats units. 
One unit, dasigm~ted the Rsal-Tlme Processor, co;1rains a single-board computer, an ,may 
processor, the :;wface te!emetl'y electronics, digita! data recording aquipment, a11ci additional 
support eiuctronks. /.J! this equipment is k1sta!ied in a fUQQadizoo 6U VME a1ectronic !;has.sis. Th.:i 
sect.;nd unit, designated the Display Controilar, is .-l n.:ggedized Sil!con Graphics wcrkstation that is 
built amund a M!PS R-..«OO RISC processor running at 150MHz. 

The data processing capabiiify M this equipment represents a quantum !£,ap beym:d the capabtiit'; 
of the PC-based equipment that has been used in the past. This higher class of equipment was 
selected for use in the LS-,4096 for two reasons. Flrst, the higher processlng throughput that this 
gquipment provides is required by the adaptive digital signal processing algorithms that are used to 
gi\10 th® operator ,;n optimized vkleo display in real time. And second, th~:, proce::iSing throughput of 
the system and me extensive library of sophisticated image processing software that is availabli::, for 
the Silicon Graphics workstation provide the software and hardware resoun:::es that ar!:'i requir:3<J for 
efficient and effective post processing of the recorded data. 

Our operational experience with the LS--4096 has definitively demonstrated that our choice of 
console hardware is correct. The conscle provides the operator with a neafiy optimum video image 
in ,~al time by implementing adaptive datr.& processing algorithms that continuously adjust 
themselves automatlcaliy to accomm.:,date changes and variations in the acquired data. ·rnese 
adaptive algorithms cannot be nm in real time on !es.,<;; capabie hardware. Ths key element of this 
entim process is the word "autornatic~ since aH data acquisition, processing, and display functicms 
are performed automatically by the con!lole without any required input or action on the part of the 
operator. 

P,n addrl:iona! benefit of using a Silicon Graphics wmkstatfon as the D1splay Controller is the ability 
to provide the operator with an efficient, interactive graphical use, interface that is combined with 
the video dispiay on the system monitor. This interface provides different users to access to 
different levels of system control depending on their experience and training. And also, since the 
interface is software based, it can be easily modified and improved in response to the suggestions 
or requirements of individual operators. 

The trne power of this system is realized during the "post acquisition processing" phase of a 
mission. The raw image data is acquired with a higher dynamic range, 84dB, and higher resolution, 
up to 4096 pixels/line, than can be displayed on any monitor or plinte ... on any hard copy output 
device. Even though this image information cannot be displayed or printed in its raw form it can be 
e1Jccessed through direct post processing techniques. Individual features and details can be 
emracted and enhanced for review and analysis using any of the image processing and image 
analysis tools mat already exist in the Silicon Graphics library or new special purpose tools can be 
written to perform a specific task. Other practical post processing tasks include geometric 
correction of distorted images, generation of digital visual mosaics of large areas, and quantitative 
measurement of target details. A very important characteristic of the LS-4096 system is that the 
video data is digitized in the sensor and then transmitted to the Control Console via the digital 
telemetry link. The digital video data is then recorded, in digital form, before any processing 
whatsoever is applied. This procedure ensures that the data ls always recorded with maximum 
fidelity and in a form that is most desirable for post processing. 
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FIELD TR.IAL RESUL.iS 

San Diego 

()ne of the images that was generated by tht! LS--4096, while it was installed on the XF-·21, is 
presented in Figure 3. Several details er this image are e~xpanded a11d presentad in Figura 4. 
These images were taken in approximately 300--350 feet of water about four miles west of Point 
Loma off the ,;onst of Southam CaEfomia. These images were collecte\'.! in an area where the 
water close to the bottom exhibited a characteristic beam attenuation length of 3.5--4.0 mete1-s. 
This is ~Jpicai for this specific operating area and is also typical of most coastal areas at this depth. 

The seabed in this area is a flne, reddish-brown mud tfmt is very smooth and offers very little 
contrast. For this reason it is consider~d to be a very difficult area in which tn collect good optical 
images of the bottom. In fact, as can be seen in Figure 3 and Figure 4, virtually ali of tho contrast in 
the image is provided by thei biology that happened to be present. 

This image is very interesting fnnn a biological point of view because it demonstrates t'lat it is now 
possible to determine m~ spatial distribution, av~,rage biomass, species diversity, and othei 
important biological parameters regarding benthic flora and fauna. The wide swath width of tha 
L~4096 pmvides the panoramic view and large area c,werage required for good statistical 
sampling and !h~ high resolution and high signal-to-noise rn!fo of the images ailows i11dividual 
!!pecies to be ~j#t,mtifioo. This comblnatkm of capabiiities cannot be matched by ar.y other known 
r~;,,rnsor, 

Dara c~n now be collected rapidly and economically on a large enough spatial scale to provide 
reliable statistics v#Jmut interfering with the existing biologicai comm:mities in any way. 
Conventional grab sampling techniques, on the other hand, do not provide reliable statistics when 
t~e biomass concentrntkm is very spotty or patchy, as is so ofl:en the case, and they can be 
unacceptably destructive. 

Ccmventior.a! imaging techniques can provide ve1y useful detail regarding individuals and biomass 
concentratk'ms over very limited scales but the limited operational range of conventional imaging 
techniques makes it difficult and expensive to collect data over a statistically large sample area. 
Tha short operating range of conventional sensors also requires them to be placed very close to 
the target of interest which often causes the behavior of the target bk 'ogy to change. This invasive 
nat1.me of conventional techniques is especially serious when the sensors are mounted on ROVs 
which are, by their nature, relatively noisy and intrusive. We have consistently found that the 
LS-4096 sensor mounted on the XP-21 or a towed vehicle, provides a data collection technique 
that is essentially benign. The extended operating n31nge, relatively low !eve! of emitted light, and 
low acoustic signature of the platforms all combine to Rrovide a package that has a very limited, if 
any, effect cm the behavior of the bioiogy being studied. 
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North Sea 

These North Sea trials w~re conducted as ;it cooi,erative program betwee~ 
Appii•d Remote Technology, Inc. (A i<aytheon Company) .srtd 

SubSea Surv•y (a division of SubSea Offshore, Url). 

In June, ·199-4 a joint program w£1ls initiated by Applied Rernoto Technn,ogy (ART) and SubSea 
Survey (SSS) of Aberdeen, Scotland to test the effecweness of tt:e LS-4096 Lasar Line Scan 
Syst,:i:Ti wh9n integrated with the SubSea FOCUS ROTV and operated under realistic operational 
conditions. The Ls-4096 was shipped to Aberdeen and insta!!ad cm the FOCUS at SSS's 
<'.:ir$Ur!Viel! Base facility. Th~ LS-4096/SubSea FOCUS system was then im,tal!ed on the MN .. 
BRITISH VIKING, a 75 mater work boat, and deployed to the test rJte in the Norwegian sector of 
th6 northern North Sea. lrmtai!ation of the system c:nboard the ship required approximately 8 hmirs 
to complete. The bulk of this time was required to weld the winch and deployment crane to the 
deck and to certify the structural integrity of the crane. After the handiing equipment was insta!ied, 
the FOCUS vehic!a with au the operator consoles and electrcmic siirfaca equipment was installed, 
inter-connected, i:md certified to be ready fo;- deployment in less than 2 how,s. 

ThG speciftc iocation for the trials was the point ~t which the new ZeePipe 1'¾1'<5 being 1:aid over the:1 
existing StatPipe. "rt1is location provided the unique opportunity to suNey ooth a new and an 
established pipeline during one dive. The objective of the tria! was to demom,trate that the 
LS-4096/SubSea FOCUS system could provide an economical method of surveying pipelines. The 
criteria for success of the ma! was established by the desire to "produce useful visual images of 
pipelines from an altitude of at least 5 meters at a speed of at least 2 knots." Several miles of 
pipeline were surveyed during the 6 hour deployment, all at an altitude of 8 to 10 meters and at a 
speed of 3.5 to 5.5 knots. During the bulk of the triai, tile platform altitude was maintained at 8 
meters above the seabed and the platfonn velocity averaged 4 knots. The television cameras 
mounted on the ROV that was being used to confim, the ~as laid" condition of the new ZeePipe, on 
the other hand, had a maximum useful visual range of approximately 2 meters and that 
conventional system was capable of inspecting the pipeline at a rate of 0.5 to 0.75 knots. The 
LS-4096/SubSea FOCUS was therefore demonstrated to be capabie of ir. specting morn than 1 OC 
miles of pipeline per day compared to the 12 to 1 a miles per day that were possible with the 
Television/ROV system. 

The trial was considered to be thoroughly successful. The criteria for success that wern 
established prior to dE\i,loyment were not only satisfied, they were surpassed by a wide margin. 
The only desired demonstration that W.?;S not performed was span detection. One of the objectives 
of the trial was to rotate the sensor in the vehicle to provide a Mside looking" view of the pipeline and 
demonstrate the capabiiity of the system to detect and measure areas of pipeline spanning. 
Rotating the sensor in the vehicle required recovery and re-deployment of the system and the work 
schedule of the ves.<,el unfortunately precluded the possibility of performing t'1is procedure. A 
second trial is therefore being planned to demonstrate span detection and measurement 

Figures 5 through 9 present a sample of the images that were recorded during the trial. These 
images demonstrate the ability of the LS-4096 to provide the operator with a view of the pipeline in 
the context of its surroundings. The images also demonstrate the ability of the LS-4096 to provide 
adequate detail, even at a resolution of 1024 pixels/line which is well below the maximum availablGJ 
resolution of 4096 pixels/line, to evaluate the physical condition of the pipeline and to identify 
objects in the immediate vicinity of the pipe. 
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THEORY OF OPERATION 

The suspended particulate matter that is pras~mt in most .::icean water makes it very d1tfic:ilt to 
obtain acceptable pa1iormance with conventional underwater imaging systems such as television 
cameras or photographic film cameras. The suspended partk:ie$ scatter !ighl. and ~his scat!erad 
!ight, which can he thought cf as Gpticai noise, seriously degrades the quality of tJ1e image 
produced in the focal plane of the camera. The iasar !ine scar! sr-.,tt1rn has been dasgned 
speciflcai!y to address this problem and provide an imaging sensor that is significantly less sMsitive 
to the deiete:ious effects of tlmse light scattering particies than ;ts c,,nventiona! predecessors. The 
key aspect of the sensor design that results in this raduced sensrnvity to t.he environmentally 
generated optical noise is the use c,f a iaser to pmvide a very nam1w instantane,,us fieid-of
illumination and a sp&cia!ly designed receiver that pro,rides a very narrow instantaneous fiaid--0f
view. The iasar illuminates a minimum voiume of water and therefore allows only a minimum 
number of scattering particles to interact with the light Minimizing the volume of illuminated water 
thereby minimizes the amount ,,f scattered light that~ generated. ·n,e second part of the design, 
me use of a receiver with a ,iarrow instantaneous field-of-view, minimizes the amount of scattered 
light that :s allowed to reach th9 optical detector. ThE1 undesired electrical signal that is generated 
by scattered light is therefore kept to a minimum by the tw·o-prongad approach of minimizing the 
amount of scattered light that is created ar,d minimizing the amount of this scattered light that is 
allowed to reach th0 detector. 

The downside to this design, quite obviously, is the fact that the system has an instantaneous fie!d
of-view of less than 1". This problem is solvfid by the scanning pn:cess. Scanning the target 
expands the !knited instantant'HlUS fie!d--0f--view into a vary acceptable 70" fie!d--of-regard. The 
difficulty here is that the narrow field-of-i!h,1mir.ation and the receiver's narrow--of-vievv have to be 
scanned over the target in a coordinated, synchronous manner. Synchronization of the scanning 
proces.s is mw:;h more easily done in one dimension than in two and that is why the first fully 
operational synchronous scanning system to be realized in practice, the LS--4096, is a line scan 
system rather than a two-dimensional system. 

A conceptual sketch of the LS-4096 Optical Sensor is presented in Figure 10. Two rotating mirrorJ 
are rigidly attached to a common rotating shaft and a laser is onented sm:::h that its output beam is 
incident on one of the mirrors .. This mirror causes t"ie laser beam to be reflected toward, and 
iiluminate, the target. As the laser beam travels toward the target, it is scattered and absorbed by 
the intervening seawater and any suspended particulate matter that may be present in the water 
column. As mentioned in the preceding introductory paragrar 1s, abso1 ption and scattering are the 
processes that have historically maids it very difficult to generate high quality images of submerged 
objects at acceptable operating ranges. 

The unscattered, unabsorbed !aser light that manages to reach the target illuminates a relatively 
small, localized area that is called the primary scan spot. This is the area of greatest interest 
because it is from this confined area that the primary optical signa! is generated. 

As the mirrors rotate, the scan spot traces a continw:ius cuNe, or scan line, across the target 
instantaneously illuminating a very small localized area of the target. When there is relative motion 
between the scanner and the target perpendicular to the scan direction then sequential scan lines 
will be traced, each successive line being displaced slightly from the previous line, and the target 
will be effectiveiy scanned in two dimensions. By coordinating the scan rate 'Ai!ff:h the relative 
velocity that exists between the sensor and the target, it is possible to ccmtro! the spacing between 
sequential scan lines and thereby ensure that the desired rectangular sample pattern ls achieved. 
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Figure ·10 
Conceptual Sketch of LS-4096 Opticai Sensor Operaticm. 

The namJw field-of-illumination provided by the laser, and the narrow instantaneous field-of-view 
provided by the receiver, combine to effectively reduce the sensitivity of the sensor to the 
deleterious effects of light scattered by the water and suspended particulate matter. An 

operationally effective, 70" field-of-regard is achieved by synchronously scanning the target. By 
scanning the target in one dimension and moving the entire sensor in a perpendicular direction, a 

t'No-dimensional reflectance map of the target can be created. 
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The target reflects a portion cf the incidt}nt •~norgy back i:oward the sen\'!cr. If the scan spot i~, 
lncident on a bright, reflective portion of t'le target thon a reiatively iarge fraction of the incident 
anergy is reflected and conversely, if the scan spot is incident on a daik, rlimreflective per-Jon of the 
target then a relatively smail fra.:.~tion of the incident energy is nlflacted. The ret1ected energy is 
scattered and absorbed as rt travels back toward the senSl)r and a smali amount of the remaining 
a~ergy 'Nill enter the sensc1's mceiver aperture through the <:yiindricai input window. !f the power in 
the laser beam is held constant and if ceftain ge\'"m,etric factors are ignon:,,:i, then it can be 
assumed that the amount ct enHrgy reflected by the target, and thf:refora the amount of energy 
iecer,,·ed by the sensor, i3 proportion~! to the local reflectance of t:he target (by iocal reflectance we 
mean the ret1ectance of the target avarar;ed over the aroa illuminated by the scan spot). 

By sampiing the output of the photo--muitip!ier tube (PMT) at times that are synchronized Yr'ith the 
mirror rotation, it is possible to btiiid i.ip a two-dimensional reflectance map of the target This is 
ac:complishad by digrozlng the sampled PM7' signal and storing the resulting digital data in a video 
iandom access memory (VRAM} module. This stored data can then be read and displayed by 2 

CRT coritro!!ar, lf the wholEi process of data sampling, storage, and display is propariy integrated 
and synchronized than there will be a direct ielaticnship between each physical location on !he 
screen of the CRT and a specific location on the target. And, if the assumption that the amount of 
light sensed by ti-ta P~AT is propcir!lonal l.o th~ !cca! reflectance of the target, the brightness of the 
display at each point ½'ill oo proportional to thel reflectance of the target at the corresponding point. 

The data displayed on the CRT therefore represents a t'NO·-dirnenslonai Mreflectam::t, map" of the 
target rather than a conventional image. But even though the display differs from a classical irnage 
in theoreticaily significant ways the diffemm::es: ara, in genera!, moot to the operntor because the 
displav appaars to be a very realistic visual representation of the target and that, in the final 
analysis, is a!i that usually matters. As the sensor passes over a stationary target, for example, the 
display can be c;cmtro!led in such a way that the data from each new scan line is always displayed 
at the top of the screen. Afi. each new line of data is added to the screen all previous lines are 
sequentially moved down the screen to make room for it and the result is a "waterfall"' display that 
gives the operator a very realistic view of the passing target. 

PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION OF THE LS-4096 SYSTEM 

Optical Sensor 

The tmdeiwater Optical Sensor consists of four individual subc>ssembiies; the sensor contm! 
electronics subassembly, the laser subassembly, the scanner subassembly, and the detector 
subassembly. These four subassemblies are integrated into a single physical assembly and 
installed inside a watertight cylindrical pressure vessel. . 

The laser subassembly consists of the solid-state, diode pumped, frequency doubled Nd:YAG laser 
and assorted beamforming and beam steering optics. The Nd is shorthand for neodymium and 
YAG is an acronym for yttrium-aluminum-garnet. In this particular laser, a YAG crystal is doped 
with a few neodymium atoms and this doped crystal is the part of the laser that actually produces 
the output light. The Nd:YAG crystal is optically pumped with diode lasers and the result is a laser 
that produces infrared light at a wavelength of 1064 nanometers. This infrared light is put through 
another special crystal that doubles its frequency thereby producing light that has a wavelength of 
532 nanometers. This green light is close enough to the optimal wavelength to be very useable by 
underwater optical systems. 

The green output of the laser is directed to the scanner subassembly. The seamier subassembly 
consists of the output mirror, the input mirror, the scan motor that spins these two mirrors, and the 
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scan mctor control aiectronic..-s that keep the scan rnotor spinning at the desired speed. As 
discrnsserl above, the scarmer subassembly cause:. the target to be opticaiiy scanned by the laser 
beam and the detector in a contrQ!led a;;d synchronized manner. 

The detector assambiy consists of the optical detect..>r, miscaUar:sot:s optical ct,mpcments, anci 
electronics that amplify and condrtion the eiectricai output of the d,::1tector. The detector. which in 
the l~096 is a photo-n,ultlp!ier tube, is the device ttiat co:werts the received prwtons into an 
aiectrical signal. 'rhe ~1!ectrica! output of tha detector is p,1ssed directly to speciaHy designed 
e!actronics that amplify and tilter this signal preparing rt for digitization. 

The controi electronics subsss.amb1y consist!!! ot' a computer and the anaiog-to-.rJigitai converter 
(ADC) that c,,nverts the anaiog electricai output from ths detector subassembiy into a digital signal 
that can be transmitted to the cm1trc! console. The computer consists of a single board computer 
(SBC), an anaiog output board, and an analog input board. These thma boards an:, contained in a 
3U VME card cage along with the telemetry unit anci the ADC. 

Communication Link 

The telemetry syr.tam performs the following three primary functions 

1- Transmit functional commands from the Control Consoie to the 
submerged sensor 

2-- Transmit digitized vidao data from the sensor to the Control Console 

J- Transmit status data from the sensor to the Ccmtm! Console 

!n addition to these primary functions, the telemetry system performs the secondary functicm of 
providing a transparent bi-directional digital data link for external equipment that is configured with a 
standard RS-232C or RS-422 interface. 

AU data is tnmsmitted in digital form and, depending on the length of the communication path, can 
be passed over coa;;;ial cable, twisted/shielded wires, or optical fibers. Optical fiber options include 
dual multi-mode fibers, dual single-mode fibers, or a single single-mode fiber with wavelength 
diwoon multiplexing (WDM). In its standard configuration, the system provides an optical signal, 
generated by low-cost light emitting diodes (LED), that are designed to be interfaced to multi-mode 
optical fibers. In this configuration, the telemetry iink supports data transmission between the 
sensor and the console at the rate of 60 megabits/second over two separate optical fibers. The 
performance of this link has been successfully tested over 4,000 feet of multi-mode optical fiber. 
Higher data rates and longer cable lengths are possible by implementing an optional solid-state 
laser as the light sotm::e and using a single-mode optical fiber as the transmission medium. The 
digital transmission format was selected to provide the 84dB dynamic range required to support full 
fk1elity of the video signal and the fiber-optic transmission medium was selected to provide the 
20 Mega-bit'sec bandwidth that is required to support fuil video dynamic range and resolution at 
high search rates. 

In the baseline hvo fiber configuration, cme fiber is decHcated to downlink transmission and the 
second fiber is dedicated to uplink transmission. The downlink transmission is primarily command 
data sent from the console to the sensor. The uplink transmission consists of sensor status data 
and digital video data. As mentioned above, a transparent serial data port is provided to support, 
for example, the interchange of command and status information between a vehicle control 
console on the surface and the sub-surface vehicle controller. This data port is transparent in the 
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· sense that the communication !ink does not need to be speciaily configured tr., match the data rate 
or format of the vehicle contro1 iink. This allows any RS-·232C device to be Gonr:acted to this port 
on the surface with matching equipment connected at the sub-surface end. 

A tyP4ca! configuratior1 for the LS--4096 Communication Link is shown in Figt!i6 11 . in this fi,gure 
the Surfac~ Teiematly Eierne11t and the Sub-Swface Telt~rnetry Eiement are highlighted for dartty. 
n1e Surface Telemetry Element is a single drcuit board tt,at physlcaHy resides in the 6U \.l'P,AE card 
cage along with the Real-Time Prncessor, The Suo.-Surface Telametry Eiament is also a single 
clrcuit board and it resides in the 3U VME card cage with the Embedded Sensor Controller. 

The detai!ad configuration :.md operation t,f the Surface Telemetry E!ernent and the Sub-Surface 
Telemetry Element are described in the foiiowing two se(..-tions. These elements are described in 
more detail than other eiamants of the L.S-4098 system bacauss tt!elr configuration and function 
art:1 excaptkmaily impo11ant when the !J':t,4096 is being integrated in'to a cornplate operationai 
system. 

The Surface and Sub-Surface Telemetry Elements both uti!ize Transparent Asynchronous 
Ti,msmitter/Receiver Interface (TAXI} integrated circuits, manufactured by Advanced i\1Ucrn 
Devices, and Programmabie Gata Arrays (PGA), manufactured by Xilimr. The 1'A1,,Xi chips pi;rform 
the seriai-to-parallei and the parallel-to-serial data conversions, data synchronization, Manchester 
oncoding/decoding, and data pac:idng/unpacklng. The PGA's f'Jnction as custom 
multlpiexers/demultiplexers, liming generators, and test pattern generators. 

Surface Telemetry Element {STE) 

A Funt.il.::mal Block Diagram of the Surface Telemetry Element (STE) is shown in Figure 12. This 
element is packaged on a single 6U-VME circuit board that occupies one slot in the Rea1.:nme 
Processor (RTP) chassis. The inputs to the Surface Telemetry Element are shown on the.left side 
of the diagram and the outputs produced by the a!ement are shown 011 the right side. 

Inputs to the Surface Telemetry Element 

The high-speed digitai communication input from the Sub-Surface Telemetry Element can be 
received as either an electrk:al signal on a coaxial cable or as an optical signal on a fiber-optic 
cable. The baseline configuration is an optical signal on a multi-mode 11ptical fiber. The 
digitaVoptlcal configuration comfortably supports the signal bandwidth, signal dynamic range, and 
cable lengths associated 'Nith the LS-4096. 

A serial input data port is provided to receive digital dat:::1 from the Display Console. This port is 
configured as a standard RS-422 serial port with a data rate of 19.2 kiloBaud. If desired, this port 
can be optionally configured to meet the specifications of RS-232C. This dedicated port provides 
t.,e requisite command and control communication path between the laser line scan sensor and 
the operator console. In the system's standard configuration, a command string is sent tc the Sub-, 
Surface Telemetry Element every 100 milliseconds at the rate of 19.2 kiloBaud. 
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A, second seriai input data port il:; provide{! to receive digital data from the suppG11 vehicle's console 
or some other source that is external to the !asar iine scan cormoie. This oort is configured as a 
standard Rfi.__.22 :seriai pert with a data rate of ·1 S.2 kiioBaud or less. The Surface Talemetry 
Element alectron,cs sai-nple tha signa! on this port and transmit the data to t~8 Sub-Surface 
Telemetry Element. ·rhe Sub-Surface Talerr1etry Element reconstitutes the signai and piaces it 0:1 

an ,iutput data port. The teiemetry system doss not need to kriow the data rate or format used by 
this data link, It si1Y1piy piacas any signal it sanses at the input on the output This entire process 
happens in a transparent manner such that any equipment attached to the output port of the sub
surface unit behaves as though it were connected directly to the surface data port. This aUows any 
equipment that uses standard serial data communication to be cc.mnected easiiy and directly 
without any reprogramming or recor;figuration of et.sting equipment. 

Outputs From 'the Surface Telemetry Element 

The digital output from the STE is the command string from the Control Console to thG Opticai 
Sensor m"1it allot"\!'$ the operator to controi the operation of the sensor. As stated p!"eviously, this 
output can be provided as either an electrical signal on a coaxial cabia or as an optical signal on a 
fiber--optlc cab!e. In its standard configuration, the system provides an optical signal, generated by 
a iow--cost light emitting diode (LED), that is designed to be interfaced to a multi-mode optical fiber. 

A saiial data output port is provided t(i transmit sensor stalus data to the Display Console. Thi;., po,1 
is configured as a standard RS-42.2 seri~.11 port with a data rate of 19 .2 kilciBaud. !f desired, this port 
can be optionally configured to rneet the specifications of RS-323C. This dedicated p<lrt provides 
the requisite communication path between the laser line scan sensor and the operator console. 

A s:ecom:I serial output port provides support for the support vehicle's console or some other 
destination that is extema! to the Operator Console. This is the output half of the KVehicle 
Controller"' input port. 

Sub-Surface Telemetry Element (SSTE) 

A Ftmci:ionai Block Diagram of the Sub-Surface Telemetry Element (SSTE) is shown in Figure 13. 
This element is packaged 011 a single 3U-Vl\i1E circuit board and the analog-to-digital corrverter 
(AOC) is mounted as a ·daughter" board. The entire assembly occupies two slots in the 3U-VME 
card cage that also houses the sensor's embedded controller. The inpl1ts to the Sub-Surface 
T elemeby Element are shown on the left side of the diagram and the outputs produced by the 
element are shown on the right side. 

Inputs to the Sub-Surface Telemetry Element 

The digital communication input from the Surface Telemetry Element can be received as either an 
electrical signal on a coaxial cable or as an optical signal cm a fiber-optic cable. The baseline 
configuration is an optical signal on a multi-mode optical fiber. The digital/optical configuration 
comfortably supports the signal bandwidth, signal dynamic range, and cable lengths associated 
with !:he LS-4096. 

A serial input data port is provided to receive digital data from the support vehicle's controller or 
some other source that is external to the sensor. This port is configured as a standard RS-422 
serial port IN'ith a data rate of 19.2 kiloBaud or less. The Sub-Surface Telemetry Element 
electronics sample the signal on this port and transmit the data to the Surface T.:lemetry Element 
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The Ss.1rface Telemetry Element reconstitutes the signai and placss it on an output data port. Th1o 
te,emetiy system does not need to know the data rate or format used by this data link, it simply 
ph!ces any signal rt senses at the input on the output. This entire process happens ki ., transparent 
manner such that any equipment attached t1'.'J tha <2utput port on the surface behaves as though it 
wgre connected directly to tho s1.1b--surface data port. This allo'NS any equipment that uses 
standard $8rial data communication ta be connected easi,y and dkoct:y 1,\/ithout any reprngrarnming · 
~.- reconfiguration of exlstlng equipment. 

A second serial input data port is pro1rid1.;;d to receive digital da.ta fro:-n the sens,1!"s embedded 
control!e,. This port is conflgur6d il$ a standard RS-422 serial pc1t with a data rate of 
19.2 kiloBaud. if desired, this port can be optlonaily configured tc} meet ihe specifications of 
RS-232C. Thls d&dicated port provides l.he requisite command and control communication path 
between the laser line scan sensor anti the operator console. · 

Fiva digital timing :signals are provided to the Sub-Surface Telemetry Eiament. These signals, 
which are all generated by tilectronk:s in the laser line scan sensor, include the Optical Trigger. 
index, EC-Data, EC-Gate, and EC--Clock signals. Thess signals are combined with other inputs 
and used by the Sub-Surface Telametry E!ement's programmable logic r-may (PG.ti.) to generate 
th~ Integrator Control signal and the timing signals that control the video ADC. 

T'he analog video signai is connected directly to the input of a i1igh--speed 14··bit analog-to-digital 
converter. in response to ,;ormnands from the PG.A., this ADC produces a 14 .. bit parallel digital 
output which becomes a data input to the PGA. 

!n addition to the video input, up to 16 analog szjnals can be cormectEid to tr.a Si:b-Surtace 
Telemetry Element Thesa input sigr.als are singie-ended and bi-polar ,"-tith a voltage range of 
··10 volts to +10 volts. One signal can be sampled at a rate of up to 300 kHz with a dynamic range 
of 12-bits or muitlple signals can be sampled at lower rates. The rate at which each input ls 
sampled can be programmed by replacing the PGA ROfv1"s. 

Outputs From the Sub-Surface Telemetry Element 

The digital communication output from the Sub-Surface Telemetry Element can be provided as 
either an electrical signal on a coaxial cable or as an optical signal on a fiber-optic cable. !11 its 
standard configuration, the system provides an optical signal, JenerateJ by a low-cost light em1,ting 
diode (LED), that is designed to be interfaced to a multi-mode optical fiber. 

A serial data port is provided to transmit digital data to the sensors embedded controller. This port 
is configured as a standard RS-422 serial port with a data rate of 19 .2 ki!oBaud. If desired, this port 
can be optionally configured to meet the specifications of RS-232C. This dedicated port provides 
the requisite command and control communication path bei.\veen the laser fine scan sensor and 
tha operator console. 

A second serial output port provides support for the vehicle's controller or some other destination 
that is extemal to the sensor. This port is configured as a standard RS-422 serial port with a data 
rate of 19.2 kiioBaud or less. The Surface TeiemetJy Element electronics sample the signal on an 
input port in the surface consoie and transmits the data to the Sub-Surface Telemetry Element 
The Sub-Surface Telemetry Element reconstitutes the signal and places it on the output data port. 
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The telemetN, system does not need to know the data ra!e or format used by this data :ink, it simply 
piaces any signal it senses at the input on the output. This entire process happens in a transparent 
manr,ar suet; that any equiprnent attached to the cmtput port behaves as though it warn connected 
d:rectly to the inpl!t port on the surfar.:e. This allows ari'; equipment that uses standard seria! data 
co!'nrntmicalicm to be connected easily and directiy without any reprogramming or reconfigura1fon 
of existing equipment This output port ,::nmb:ned with the input ::•mt described ir, thE, previmis 
section provide i.'i compiete, transparent, full duplex, serial digital data !ink. 

The remaining c,utput produced by the Sub--Surlaca Telemetry Element is the lr.tegratoi' Cor.tmi. 
The F'GA aC':cepts the five digital inputs discussed in the previot1s sectlor,, combines these signals 
with commands recei\'ed from the Embedded Controi!er, r.rid prnduce! the (nteprator Control 
signal. 'This slgnai controls the operation of the video integ;ator, synchronizing its operation with the 
analog-to-digital convarsion proces.<S. 

CONTROL CONSOLE 

Th~ Control Consoie providas the operator with control over al! system functions including 
electrical power control, data management, data acqliisition, data display, data processing, data 
recording, aperture and beamformer control, PMT g~1in, laser operntian, and sensor altitude and 
speed inputs. Most of these func1ions are norrnaily controlled automatica!ly but the operator is 
given t'ie ability to overrkje these automatic features and control any' desired function manually. 
The Control Console also provides the operator v.ith continuously updated display·:; of sensor status 

data and video data. 

The Control Console consists of a VME computer chassis, a high-resolution video monitor, and a 
keyboard. These major components can be installed in an EIA standard 19 inch electronics rack 
or in specially designed ruggedized containers as shown in Figure 2. Standard rack mounting is 
generally preferred if the installation is intended to be permanent and container mounting is 
preferred for mobile systems whose installation on the surface support vessel is intended to be 
temporary or short term. A top level Functional Block Diagram of the Control Console is shown in 
Figure 14. 

The VME chassis contains the Surface Telemetry Element (STE), the Real-Time CPU (RTP), the 
Digital Signal Processor (DSP), the low resolution CRT Controller, the bus interface between the 
real-time system and the Display Controller (DC), the magnetic hard disk, and the magneto-optical 
disk drive. 

Digital video and status data are received by the STE from the Optical Sensor via the umbilical 
cable. Status data are passed through the STE to the DC over a bi-directional RS-232C serial 
communication link. The raw digital video data are passed over the VSS bus to the DSP where it 
is processed prior to display. At the operato1's option, and on his command, raw, 1.mpmcessed 
digital video data can be passed over the VME bus and through the RTP to the magnetic hard disk 
where it is recorded. Processed video data is passed through the VME/G!O Bus interface to the 
DC where ii: is displayed on the high resolution monitor. 

Raw digital \<ideo data received by the STE is passed to the Digital Signal Processor (DSP) over the 
VSB bus, processed for display, and subsequently passed through the VME/GIO Bus Interface to 
the Display Controller. The DSP is a SuperCard 3 army processor manufactured by CSP!. The 
OSP evaluates the digital video data on a line-by-line basis, calculates the appropriate correction 
factors, applies this correction to each pixel of data, and converts the result to the 8-bit format 
required for display. During early phases of laser iine scan system development the signal 
procescing that was applied to the video signa! was done with dedicated analog circuitry. This 
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processing was !imite~i by the electronic options that ware available and consisted of appiying 
individuai gain factOis to the signai f;om each of the four optical chi:t.r.ne!s (channel _equalization}, 
and applying a second-order spatial gain conec1km to the resulting equalizi;ld data {shading 
correctior1). These techniques provided reasonable results but were never optimum. Sy replacing 
the analog circuitry \\-fth high speed digital signal processing hardware it has becci-ne possible to 
develop data processing techniq~1es that p,ovids vastly impfovad results. 

The earty channe! equalization/shading corrnction technlques wera based en two assumptions. 
First, it was assumed that the difference in the signal !evei that was produced could be removed by 
applying a simple scaie factor, er gain, change. And second, it was assumed that t.he same 
second order shading correction was appropriate for all four !}ptical channels. 

Anaiysis of unprocessed digital data rer;orded by the LS~096 has shown both of these 
assumptions to be gro!'is oversknplifications. Channel-to--channel variations in average signal ievei 
are !!..9! constant across the scan line and therefore cannot be cr;rr¾!rete'd with a simple constant 
multiplier. Also, the spatial variations in signal level across individual scan lines, i.e., shading, have 
proven to ba quite complex and dlffer widely between channels. It is therefore impossible to 
properly compensate for these variations with a second order correction and unique spatial 
corrections must be developed for, and applied to, each indMd1..1al channel. To add to the 
compiexity of this problem it h&'is been demonstrated that the characteristics of the optimum 
correction algorithms are significant!y dependent on operationai variables such as the water clarity, 
the range to the target. and the rnf!actlve clumtctf!ristk:s of the target. These factors can vary 
dramatically over shr;rt periods of time which places an unacceptable load on the operator of any 
manual system. 

For these reasons the LS--4096 uses adaptive digital signal procsssjng techniques to correct the 
raw video data. The operator has the ability to inhibit this processing or to control key parameters 
that effect the operation of the processing aigorithms. But for the most part, the video data 
processing is automatic and requires minimal involvement of the operator. The raw video from 
each channel is constantly evaluated, the proper corrections are determined for each optical 
channel, and the corrections are applied. All this processing is accomplished in real-time and the 
characteristics of the corrections are continuousiy evaluated and automatically adjusted when 
necessary to maintain a continuously optimized image on the video monitor. 

The processed video data from the DSP is received by the Display Controller where it is combined 
with the Graphic User interface and then displayed on the high r~so!ution system monitor. A picture 
of the resulting display is presented in Figure 15. This picture shows how the 1280x1024 pixel 
display ares on the monitor is divided into the 1024x1024 pixel Video Display on the left side of the 
screen and the 256x1024 pixel Primary Status Display on the right side of the screen. The image in 
the Video Display "window" is presented in a waterfall format and can be panned and zoomed in 
real-time. The display can also be "frozen", i.e., the waterfall update can be halted, and the image 
can then be scrolled vertically as well as panned and zoomed. The Primary Status Display 
contains information and controls to which the operator must have constant and immediate access. 
This includes operational data such as the location and altitude of the vehicle as well as sensor 
status data and alarms. 

Navigation data that specifies the position of the ship, and optionally the position of the 1.mderwater 
platform on which the Optical Sensor is mounted, are received by the DC via a dedicated RS-232 
serial data link. These data are reformatted as necessary by the DC and displayed at the top of the 
Primary Status Display ·window. 

The operator controls various aspects of system operation by activating 1:1,vo types of controls, push
buttons and slide pots. Tha controls can be activated, at the operator's option, with a track-ball, a 
mouse, or the touchscreen monitor. Our experience has demonstrated that the touchscreen option _, ___________________ ., ___ ··--·-··-·-·--------------
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The Fuii User w.ndow contains several ,,,,.,,,,·,~"'1"''"' the 1t1eHJ1:ns that were discussed above. 
These sm,ie-no,r,; aHow the '"''"""'n::iuw select manual or automatic ,,.,,_., .. ~;;,,.,.,., the 
command value for the n<.11,r<:>,·na,,e, when manual mode is 
for the r·,,,,,,,,,,,.,,,,11<> in addition to the command value. These kinds of controls 
'.Wh all the data and power that he needs to the LS-4096 

One of the most nn,MC!rl'! rar,~ni1',..•,>( user interface is the ease with which it car. be 
modified. The that is the "'"'~'"""'"'" 15 and 16 
is the result of almost two years of field trials and ""·"''~'"" other features are 
available that are the scope of this discussion. 
here that the "'ni~"'"''"" and ca1::>atli!ities of the LS-4096 ,.,, •. ,,w..,fr.r 

to evolve and And as this evolution occurs, all '""'"'r"-""'"""' 
availab!a to ~vi<::tii'",n svs1err1s via UDUa!AO software. This rn,;rm1en m1:;rnooo1r1ov for C:V<:t,i:,,n 

nr1,v;,1n;,i:,nt has been instituted to ensure a maximum useful lifetime for every LS-4096 

Laser illuminated underwater ,rr,,.,,,mn 
LS-4096 laser line scan 
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Appendix A 

LS-4096 Systern Capabilities 

w •••• am• -•• •••••'llr ••••-••-••• ••• ·-••••............__.•-•••-11a1wrr • ••• 
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The foiiowing paragraphs dave!op the eqi..;at:cins that are important :11 the specificath)n of the 
c,perating chara(:teristic.5 of the LS-4096 Last1r Line Scan System. it shouid be noted that the 
optical power aquatio11s (~stimate the magnituda of tha opticai signal rsceivad by the detector in the 
LS----4096 sensor and ignorn the concurrent optical noise. Since system pe:formance should reaiiy 
be $pacified by the skJnai-to--,mistl ,Htio we h:r\i',~ ob>.riously oniy dea!t with haif the problem. 
Unfortunately, optical noise is a vt:ry difficuit pBrametar to calculate re!iably ror underwater 
systems. On the positive side, our operationai experience has demonstratoo that t!ia signa!-to-· 
rtoisa ratlc produced by the LS-4096 system is adequately high to produce acceptable quail~' 
images whonev~r the predicted signal level is kept above a specified minimum level. The va!kiify of 
the operating enveiopes specified in the iigl:res of this section have bean consistently verified by 
every operational trial and deployment that has bean undertaken during t'1e past two years. 

The optlca! signal power incidant on the receiver of a synchronous scanning system, P,, can be 
shown to be, to a first order, proportional to the output power of the lasar, the ref!ectanc!) cf the 
target, thill optical speed of the receiver opti<:$, the range to the !argat, and the clarity of the water In 
accordance with tho foHowing proportionality. 

(1 a) 

PO "" t'ie optical power output of the laser 

P, "' the opticai power of me signai incident on the receiver {this does not include 
optical noise or light scattered by the water) 

p "" the !ocal reflectivity of the target 

(A, /R2 ) "" the solid angle subtended by receiver aperture at the (the target is assumed to 
be a distance R from the receiver) 

e-2 e it "' the bi-directional attenuaticm suffered by the iight as it propagates from the 
source to the target and back to the receiver 

Laboratory experiments have shown that this proportionality is not strictly correct. Using 
me beam attenuation coefficient, c, to estimate the optical losses that occur as me light 
propagates from the target back to the receiver underestimates the magnitude of the received 
flux because forward scattered light that originated at the object point is not included. 
In order to correct this deficiency it is reasonable to repface the beam attenuation 
coefficient, c, with the diffuse attenuation coefficient, k. This replacement results in the 
following proportionality: 

Experiments have shown that this equation overestirnates the received flu:r. but provides a more 
consistent proportionality. 

In order to begin the discussion it is helpfu! and appropriate to assign values to the key variables. 
The initial vaiues we have chosen are as fo!IO'\;\,'S. 
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= 1 watt "" 2.5 1019 photons/sec@ 500 nrn {appro·i:imate!y) 

p "' ( 0.05ht) ,., 0.016 (thi~ is the rnflectance, in terms (Jf watts par staradi~m, of 
a 5% Lambertian refleck1r) 

A, "' 0.022 ff (th(;¥ is the area of a 2 inch di,.uneter rsceiver apf:'rture; 

To estimate the tt1tai number of photons available to cm,stituts the signal for an individual pixel. 
Equation ('lb} can be modified by mu!tipiying the received slgna! level, P,, by ths signal integration 
time for a single pixel. The pixei integration time is the inverse of the sample ratu. 

The sampli:t rate, the maximum number of pi:xeis sampled per second, can be calculated from 
various operational parameters as foilows. 

R-.i- "' (S,,..,...(rev/sec))(('.J60 /rev)/(70 /iine)){N pixels/line) (2) 

R.,,,pie "' the pixel samp!e rate (pixe!s/second) 

S,,_ "' the scan motor speed (revoiuttons/second) 

N "'the image resoiution (pixels/line) 

The scan motor speed, S,_, is dependent on the platform altitude, the platform speed, the 
required image resolution, and the.desire to keep the aspe~"t ratio of the pixels in the center of the 
image equal to 1. 

The transverse size of the pixels in the center of the field-of-view is equai to 

T pl<®! - ( ( 700 /line)/ ( N pixelsl1ine)) · (0.017 45 radians/degree) · (R feet) 

Where R, the range to the center of the target, is also the altitude of the platform. 

In order to maintain square pixels, the line to line spacing mus, be equal to the transverse size of 
the pixels, 1··pilll· Once this dimension is established, the required time interval bet¾veen lines can be 
easily calculated as folio\i\,s when the platform velocity is known. 

~.,. "" ( T pja (feet'pixel) ) / { V p1a11arm ( feet/second } ) 

then 

s_"' 1 / (( t!ine (seconds/line)) · ( 4 ( lines/revolution ) ) ) 

Combining these relations results in the following equation that relates the pixel sample 
rate to the required image resolution, the platform velocity, and the range to the center 
of the target. 
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R,.~ = ( 1.05 N1 V p1a1iom: ) / R (3) 

Since the signal integration time for aat~h pi,<e! is the inver;:;e ot the sample rate and si1~ce it is 
dasirnbie to maximize the integration time, if: is obviousiy desirabia to minimize the pixel sample 
rate. Equation (3) sho\/t'S that the sample rate is proportiM!al tr., the squa:·e of tha number of pixa!s 
per i!ne {the image resolution) and linearly proportional to me platform •,e!ocity. Th8S$ C(inciur::fons 
ara not surprising. The fact that tha pi.ie! sample rate is invetsei-,, propoitional to th9 platform 
altitude is, however, somewhat um:xr,ectoo. Tha reason for this ,nversa proportionality is the fact 
that the pixels are spaced at c,:mstant angu!ar intervais. not constant spatiai Intervals. 
Thetafors, as the piatform altitude increases, the transvti,se pixel ~,pacing increases 
proportionately. Since it is desirable to maintain square pixels, at !f.>ast in tiia center of the l'ield--cf
·.-iew, this increase in transverse spacing res;;.its in an equal increase in the line-to-Hne :ipacinfJ. 
lncressii'tg the lir~e-to-iine spacing results in a reduction in motor speed and a proportion.-il 
reduction in sample rate. 

Using the typical values for P 0 , r, and A, that are listed above Equation- (1 b) can be.rewritten as 

P, "' ( 8.8 1014 ) · ( ( e-<c.+11:),{) / R2 ) photons/seccnd 

where 

k "" 0.2 · C + 0.04 (Shannon equation) 

This equation can be used to estimate the sjgnal photo;; flux im:::ident on the photomultiplier tube. 
The estimates provided by this equation are higher than those that have been experimentally 
measured for a variety of reasons. There are several minor factors such as the fact that this 
equation does not take Fresnel losses at the optical surfaces into account but the primary problem 
is the faci: that the factor (c + k) underestimates the attenuation losses. The equation is useful, 
however, to evaluate trends and the relative effect that individual system and operating 
parameters have on the received signal levei. 

Laboratory experiments, confirmed by in-situ field trials, have demonstrated that the LS-4096 
produces good quality images of realistic, low contrast targets whenever the above equations 
estimate a received signal of 4.0 · 10• photons/pixel or more. This value can therefore be justifiably 
used to estimate the operational limits of the LS-4096 under any desired set of environmental 
conditions. 
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3. 

The maximurn a!k,wabie scan motor arid the maximum allowable '"!,~tt,"lr'rn 

dstennined "'~'"''"'""""' considerations. The minimum 
C'lc,,·u,,n rie on water and has been established 
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The curves in this figure enclose the operating envelope of the LS-4096 
laser line scan system. Any platform speed/altitude combination that lies 
under the curve that applies to the water clarity in the operating area can 
be supported. For example, in 10 meter water (alpha= 0.1/m) the 
maximum allowable platform speed at an altitude of 70 ft is 1 knot and the 
ma:omurn speed at 50 ft is 4 knots. 

The cul\les were calculated cm the basis oft.he following assumptions 

1- Image Resolution "' i 024 pixels/line 
2- Field-of-View g 70 degrees 
3= Laser Output Power "' 200 mii!iwatts 
4- Target Reflectivity "' 5% 

1"he verlk:al line on the left side of the envelope defines the minimum 
operating range of the sensor which is established by the optical design of 
the receiver. The straight, positiveiy sloped line defines the portion of the 
envelope that is established by the maximum scan motor speed. The 
horizontal line at the top is established by the maximum platform speed, 
assumed to be 6 knots. A.rid curve on the right defines the portion of the 
operating boundary that is defined by the minimum required optical signal 
level. 
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Figure A2 

nu~ curves in this figure enclose the operating envelope of the LS-4096 
laser line ~-can system. Any platform speed/altitude combination that lies 
under the curve that applies to the water clarity in the operating area can 
be supported. For example, in 10 meter water (alpha= '.1/m) the 
maximum allowable platform speed at an altitude of 50 ft is '! knot and the 
maximum speed at 35 ft is 3 knots. 

Tha curves were caiculated on the basis of the following assumptions 

1- image Resolution "" 2048 pixels/line 
2- Field··Of-View "' 70 degrees 
3- laser Output Power .. 200 milliwatts 
4- Target Reflectivity ~ 5% 

The vertical line on the left side of the envelope defines the minimum 
operating range of the sensor which is established by the optical design of 
the receiver. The straight, positive!y sloped line defines the portion of the 
envelope that is established by the maximum scan motor speed. The 
horizontal line at the top is established by the maximum platform speed, 
assumed to be 6 knots. And curve on the right defines the portion of the 
operating boundary that is defined by the minimum required optical signal 
!evei. 
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Appendix B 

Sumn,ary Specifications 

LS4096 Laser Line Scan System 
Adapted for FOCUS 1500 
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LS--4096 J_aser Line Scan Sen~or 

Physicai Dimensions 

E!ectr1cal Connectors 

Weight and Baiance 

Depth Rating 
Operating 
Cmsh 

Input Electrical Power 
Peak 

110 VAC 1q> 

29VDC 
Steady State (nominal) 

110 VAC 1q> 
29V0C 

Optical Output Power 

Operating Envelope (Optical) 

Image Resolution, Acquisition 
( operator selectable) 

Image Resolution, Display 

Dynamic Range, Acquisition 

Optical Field-of-View 

Applied Remote Technology, Inc 

82. i' 5 fr1. icn1g x 10. 9 in. (1iam. 
{See ART Drm,vina No 140K0081 
\ ~ ... 

for details) 

See ART Drawing No :40K0081 

375 pounds in air 
170 pounds in sea water 
(See ART Dra•..ving No 140K0081 

for details} 

5000 fsw 
6500 fsw 

i.5 amps 
9.5 amps 

1.0 amps 
4.5 amps 

200 milliwatts @ 532 nanometers 

See Figure 1 ( attached) 

512 pixe!s"ine 
1024 pixels/line 
2048 pixels/line 
4096 pixels/line 

1024 pixeis x 1024 lines 

84d8 (14·-bit) 

70° (fixed) 
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Physical Dhnensions 

Electrica: Connect!.ns 

Weight 

Input Electrical Power 

·110/220 VAC 1$ 
47-63 Hertz 

Physical Dimensions 

Electrical Connectors 

Weight 

Input Electrical Power 
110/220 VAC 14, 
47-63 Hertz 

Display Resolution 

Display Functions 
(Operator Accessible} 

Image Recording Formats 

Applied Remote Technology, Inc 

.... - ... R .... o- .. : ,..r.~- 1 A''K""' Qf"7 vet~ M.1 ! L , :aw,ng nv ·-,v . 1 ~11 

See AR.T Drawing No 140K0064 ( sheet i ) 

See ART Drawing No 140K0064 ( st,eet 1 ) 

900 watts ( ma.xi mum} 

See ART Drawing No i40K0064 (sheet 2,3) 

See ART Drawing No ·140K0064 (sheet 2,3) 

See ART Drawing No 140K0064 (sheet 2,3) 

400 watts (maximum) 

1024 pixels x 1024 lines 

Pan (Horizontal) 
Scroll (Vertical) 
Zoom (X1,X2,X4,X8) 

Snapshot (digitai frame) 
Video Tape (optional) 
Continuous Digital ( optionai) 
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LS-4096 Communication Link _______ ,.,,_, _______ "'._.,_,. .. __ _ 
Fom,at 

Bandwidth 

Configuration 

Umbilical Cable Requirements 

Applied Remote Technology, Inc 

()igitaf 

40 Mbits/sec to 100 r\:'lbits/sec 
{ application dependent) 

Optical ( standard) 
Electrical (optional) 
Fuil Duplex i9.2k8 RS-232C for 

commands and status 
High speed digital serial for digitized 

video signal 

2 multi-mode optical fibers (standard) 
1 sing!e--mode optical fiber (optional} 
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Appendix C 

Technical Drawings 

LS-4096 Laser Line Scan System 
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Appendix D 

Side Looking Geometry 

LS--4096 Laser' Line Scan System 
Installed in SubSea FOCUS 
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Figure D--·l and Figure D-2 describe the geometry assc;ciated with two ;nstailations of ti,t'l LS--4096 in the 
SubSea FOCUS. These sketches have been spedfical!y developed to evaluate geometries thc:d are 
possibiy approp1iate for pipeline inspection and span detection. Figura 0--t shews tha geometry of the 
cwTent instaHation with the lower edge of the LS-4096 pressL1rn vessel 2CC mm ab<Ne the lower surface of 
the FOCUS's lewt~r tubas. This is the standard insta!!ation geerr1f:trt which was chosen to provide a high 
ciegrae of protection fnr the LS--4096. 

Mousing 

Figure D-1 

·------""t 

S,,bS.a FOCUS with 
LS--4096 In cun .. nt position 

4Ji mete,, 

! 

This figure shows the inspection geometry for the LS-4096 mounted in the SubSea FOCUS at the existing 
location. The lower edge of the LS-4096 pressure vessel is 200mn1 above the lower edge of the FOCUS's 

lower tube. 
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Figura o .. :: shows the improved irispec.:t:lcn geometiy that can be achieved by dropping the pcsition of the 
LS-4096 100 mm. Posrtlonlng the sensor lower in the vehicle ailows it to be rotated te1rough a larger anqle 
and increases the marginai vie\ving angle by approximate1y 1 O". Th[s improved 1o-ie'Ning angle provides a 
broader view of !ha side of the pipe, a better ~iew of the point at which the pipe contacts. the bottmri, and a 
higher probability of dotecting iocafons wheie the pipe is inadeqi1ateiy suppo1ted. 

3.8 metara 

--------·------' 

Figure D-2 
This figure sho>NS the inspection geometry for t:,e LS-4096 mm.mted in the SubSaa FOCUS at a location 

that is 100mm lower than its initial position 

.,.••m••--• • ••••• - .......... 
Applied Remote Technology, Inc 45 4096desc.doc 
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lJ:NDERW ATER OPTICAL SEARCll 
AND SUR.VEY TECJ-IN()LO(;y 
LASER LINE SCAN SYSTEI\-1 

DEEPSEA DEVELOPMENT SERVICES 
a Division of 

For More Information Contact: 

Mr. Ed Saade 
DEEPSEA Development Services 

a Division of 
SAIC 

3330 Industrial Court 
San Diego, CA 92121-1003 
(619) 792-2159 Telephone 
(619) 792-2116 Facsimile 



DEEPSEA DEVELOPMENT SERVICES 

A Division of SAIC 

UNDERWATER OPTICAL SEARCH AND SURVEY TECHNOLOGY 

LASER LINE SCAN SYSTEM 

DEEPSEA DEVELOPMENT SERVICES 
A Division of 

APRIL 1995 
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SCIENCE APPLICATION INTERNATIONAL CORPORATION 

... Founded in 1969 

~ ... 1994 Revenues of 1. 7 Billion 

... 17,000 Employees 

... 300 Locations Worldwide 

... Science & Technology Orientated Company 

... 90% Business from Services 

DEEPSEA DEVELOPMENT SERVICES 
A Division of ... - .. -

. . . 



+ Towed, High Resolution Panoramic Underwater Optical Irnaging System 

+ A Synchronous Scanning Laser 

+ Effective Viewing Ranges of Roughly 5 Attenuation Lengths or 2-4 Times that of Conventional . 
Video Systen1s 

+ High Area Coverage Rates are Accon1plished with Millin1eter to Centimeter Resoiution 

+ Survey Depth of 3. Om - 800m at Speeds of 1 -~6 Knots 

The Systen. ~ are available for Field Operations 

DEEPSEA DEVELOPMENT SER VICES 
A Division of 





- -·-------·-- ·-···-· -- ------~----~-----·--·-·-·· ----·-···- ·----- .. -- . ---·------

The SM2000 is a synchronous scanning system. A solid state blue-green !aser continuousiy 
scans a narrow beam across a selected area with a 70° field of view, illuminating oniy a 
small spot at a time. A highly sensitive receiver tracks the beam with a narrow view angle, 
counteracting the effect of backscatter in the water column. The receiver's output is digitized 
in real-time and stored in a digital image buffer. As the sensor moves forward, new lines of 
data are stored and the resuiting imagery is displayed and recorded as conventional RS-170 
video. Digital data is stored as digital still images. 
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u·NDERW ATER IMAGING .APPROACH 

5 

4 

3 

2 

1 

Laser Range 
line Scan I Gated 

Sensors 

Increased 
Camera--Llght 

Separati 

Laser Imaging Systems Conventional Systems ____________ .. _,..,._""~--.,,.-~------~-
lncre&sed Separation 

I.LS am ~ 

Range -5R 4-SR 2R 

Resolution G G E 

Search Rate E M p 

DEEPSE,"'A DEVELOPMENT SERVICES 
A Division of 

Conventional 
loulglng 

H 

E 

p E: Excellent 
G: Good 
M: Moder·ste 
P: Poor 





REPRESENTATIVE LASER LINE SCAN SYSTEM PERF1ORMANC~E: 

~ 

Very Clear 45m 
(Hawaii, GOM - Deepwater) 

Clear 22m 
(San Diego, Eolian Islands) 

Moderate 9m 
(Washington State, Massachusetts Bay, GOM) 

Poor 3m 
Boston Harbor, Baia, Western GOM) 

DEEPSEA DEVELOPMENT SERVICES 
A Division of 

AUilude 

65m 

30m 

1 
1 

4m 

16 
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UNDERWATER IMAGING APPLICATIONS 

ENVIRONMENT AL SURVEYS ENGINEERING APPLICATIONS 

Hazardous Waste Container Surveys 
Dredge Material Monitoring 

Cable/Pipeline Route Surveys 
Cable/Pipeline Inspections 
Structure Inspections Habitat Assessment 

Geologic Mapping 
Fish Stock Assessment 

Oil & Gas Exploration 
Te1nplate/Site Assessn1ent 

Benthic Resource Assess111ent 

UNDERWATER SEARCH OPERATIONS 
Accident Investigations 
Archaeological Surveys 
Intelligence Gathering 

Underwater Weapon Location 

DEEPSEA DEVELOPMENT SERVICES 
A Division of S\E: 



+ Ship of Opportunity 
+ To"' Body 

Laser Line Scan Images 
AJtitude Sensor 
Acoustic Transponder 

+ Winch 
+ Tow Cable (up to 1500m) 
•· Deck Cables 
+ Processing, Display and Recording Equipment 
+ Flexibility in Topside Console Design allows for Numerous Laser Line Scan Video 

Data Recording 

+ Options Including: 
VHS and SVHS Tape of RS 170 Video 
12-bit Digital "Snapshot" High Resolution Image Captured on Hard Disk 
Digital Recording of 8-bit Processed Image Data 

DEEPSEA DEVELOPMENT SERVICES 
A Division of 
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ADDITIONAL SURVEY SYSTEM CAPABILITIES 

11o-Survey System Capable of Accommodating Additional Sensors such as: 
Dual Frequency Side Scan Sonar 

Sub-bottom Profiler 
CTD Instrumentation 

Optical Beam Attenuation Meter (Transmissometer) 
Motion Sensors 
Heading Sensors 
Magnetometer 

•Integrated Navigation System 
Geodetic Location 
Differential GPS 

Acoustic Positioning of the Towfish 

""Vessel Control 
Survey Setup 
Video Display 

Autopilot Interface 

• Track Reconstruction 
Navigation Data Archive 

Towfish Track Plot 
Target Plot 

DEEPSEA DEVELOPMENT SERVICES 
A Division of 
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LASER SURVEY 

~ Rapid, High-Resolution Panoramic Survey 

II>- Real-Time Monitoring & Data Recording 

~ Accurate Survey Area Reconstruction 

COST EFFECTIVE SOLUTION 
OF 

WIDE AREA UNDERWATER SURVEY JOBS 

DEEPSEA DEVELOPMENT SERVICES 
A Division of 



HIGH RESOLUTION, HIGH SEARCH-RATE 
UNDERWATER IMAGING US!NG LASER UNE SG".NNING 

NOVEMBER 2, 1993 

GREG MOORADIAN, JAY EGGERT, ED SAADE, DREVV CAHEY 
Science Applications international Corporation 

1 1803 Sorrento Valley Road 
San Diego, California 92121--1006 

ABSTRACT 

SAIC has recentiy completed a series of experimental f.ests 
and shipboard operationai deployments of a new sensor 
system for underwater optical imaging, The Laser Line 
Scan {LLS) system produces high resolution, "high quality" 
panoramic surveys at rapid area coverage rates, real time 
data monitoring and storage of digital images for post 
processing, anaiysis, and accurate survey area 
reconstruction. The system has produced high resolution 
images with 70° swath widths at altitudes from a ft. to 
130 ft. above the seafloor at speeds up to 6 kts. in water 
depths up to 2300 ft. Appiications to mine detection and 
special purpose surveillance is possible in both towed 
systems as well as UUV's. 

1.0 INTRODUCTION 

The requirement to project power in the near land/over land environment places 
surface ships at risk from a wide variety of submerged sea mines. Damage to US 
surface forces in Desert Storm were largely due to unsophisticated sea mines. The 
traditional approach to this problem has been to employ acoustic and magnetic sensor 
technology. In addition to mine countermeasure (MCM) applications, high resolution 
underwater visual surveillance will continue to be of critical importance to the military 
as well as in the environmental characterization field. Science Applications 
International Corporation (SAiC) has recently completed a series of experimental tests 
and shipborne operational deployments of a new sensor system for underwater 
optical imaging. The Laser line Scan (LLS) system produces high resolution, "picture 
quality" panoramic surveys at rapid area coverage rates, real time data monitoring and 
storage of digital images for post processing, analysis, and accurate survey area 
reconstruction. Applications to mine detection and special purpose surveillance is 
possible in both towed systems as well as UUV's, 
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The system has produced high resolution images with 70° swath widths at altitudes 
from 8 ft. to 130 ft. above the sea floor at speeds up to 6 kts. in water depths up to 
2300 ft. To date, operations have taken place over a wide range of coastal and open 
ocean environments from the Pacific Northwest to Southern California, and from New 
England to the Gulf of Mexico. This paper consists of a brief LLS system description 
and provides selected images acquired by the LLS system. This imagery 
demonstrates the value of this system for search and locate operations, in-situ 
monitoring of subsurface structures and analysis of environmental parameters. 

The LLS imaging sensor is installed in a hydrodynamic tow body wnich is connected 
to the tow vehicle with 3,000 ft. of electro-optic cable. The sensor system is based 
on a synchronously scanned blue/green transmitter and photomultiplier tube (PMT) 
receiver which laterally scans as the tow body moves above the bottom. The image 
is formed by assembling successive laser line scans into a two-dimensional 
pushbroom "image". This system utilizes state-of-the-art technology to provide a 
user-friendly operator interface, user selectable resolution of up to 2048 pixels across 
a fixed 70° field-of-view, fiber optic data and telemetry, and 12-bit digital video signal 
dynamic range. 

The LLS system has demonstrated useful operating platform altitude of up to 5 optical 
attenuation lengths. For example, in typical Southern California water clarity, tow 
body altitudes of 40 ft. with image swathes 56 ft. wide are consistently recorded at 
high resolution of "a few mm" scale. In very clear water, SAIC models predict sharp 
imaging of a few cm resolution at ranges in excess of 150 ft. and 210 ft. swathes 
with survey rates of 346,000 m2/hr. This system provides a unique capability since 
it exceeds side scan sonar resolution by over an order of magnitude while providing 
search rates several orders of magnitude larger than conventional imaging systems 
depl,)yed on ROV's. 
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2.0 LASER UNE SCAN SYSTEM, GENER.Al DESCRIPTION 

The towed laser line scan s·yrstem is a iaser illuminated optical device designed for 
acq1..11ring high resolution, large area surveys uf the sea! floor. The LLS system ;s 
capable of detecting millimeter to centimeter size objects at ranges two to fow t:rr1f!s 

the range of conventional underwatei camera and !ight systems. 

Operation of the LLS system is based on the latest advances in laser scanning 
technology. Laser scanning, in essence, can be described as the building up of an 
image from a rapidly acquired series of s~;ots on the seafloor, each Sfiquentially 
iiluminated by a pencil sixed diameter laser beam. This technique of underwater . . 
imaging msnirnizes the effects of hack scattered and forward scattered light 
permitting increased range and high resolution data collection, 

The LLS system is compactly packaged in a rugged pressure housing integral to the 
towed vehicle. Data is transmitted via fiber optic cable to the monitoring and 
recording station on the survey vessel. From the operator station on the vessel, a 
single operator can adjust the parameters of the LLS system, monitor the output in 
reai time and control the recording of the data in video or digital format on tape. 
Survey operations are conducted in a manner similar to side scan sonar systems. 

The tow vehicle is configured to operate as a "heavy fish" to depths in excess of 
2000 feet. At this point in the system development cable length limits depth, the LLS 
itself is designed for depths to 6000 ft. Vehicle heights above the bottom is 
displayed and recorded at all times with an altimeter system. The information 
acquired from the system permits post analysis of the survey area in a convenient 
SVHS video format as well as 8 bit continuous and 12 bit "snapshot" digital data. 
In addition, bottom features mosaics, and post piots can be generated for display and 
presentation purposes. 
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3.0 LASER LINE SCAN SYSTEMS,. TECHNICAL D!SClJSSION 

The concept of using of iaser illuminated sensors in the undervvater environment has 
been discussed as possibiiity for almost 30 years. The most dt:weioped current 
ap·proaches are Range Gated Imaging and Laser Line Scanning. Because of the 
straightforward applk::ation to search and survey operations, the laser Line Scan 
approach was selected for development on !H&D. In January of 1993 SA!C began 
operating a cornpiete towed Laser Une Scan System which was the product of a 
cooperative research and development program _ undertaken with Applied Remote 
Technology {ART) of San Diego,.· This system utilizes state-·of--the-art technology to 
provide a very· user·-friendly operator interface, user--se!ectabie resolution of 512, 
1024, 2048 pixels across a fixed 70° fieid-of-view, a video signal. dynamic range of 
72dB ( 12-bit), and a demonstrated usefui operating range of up to six attenuation 
,engths {equivalent to a maximum operating p!atform altitude of 5 attenuatlon 
lengths). 

LLS System Description 

In its most basic form, the LLS "System" consists of the underwater optical sensor, 
the topside control console, a hydrodynamic tow body, and a shipboard handling 
system with an urnbiiical cable and power supply. 

Optical Sensor 

The underwater optical sensor consists of the imbedded sensor control electronics 
subassP.mbly, the laser subassembly, the scanner subassembly, and the detector 
subass0mbly. These four subassemblies are integrat~d into a single physical 
assembly and installed inside a watertight cylindricai pressure vessei. A conceptual 
sketch of the optical sensor is presented in Figure 1 . 

The scanner subassembly is composed of two rotating, four faceted mirrors which 
are rigidly attached to a common rotating, shaft. The iilumination !aser is oriented 
such that its output beam is incident on one of the four facet mirrors. The !aser beam 
is reflected toward (and illuminates) the target. The receiver views the larger of the 
four faceted mirrors and synchronously scans (Le., views) the laser spot on the 
target. As the laser beam travels toward the target, it is scattered and absorbed by 
the intervening sea water path. Absorption and scattering not only reduce the signal 
avaiiable for detection but the scattering introduces noise in the image and reduces 
contrast. These processes have historicaliy made it very difficult to generate high 
quality images of submerged objects at acceptable operating ranges. 

The unscattered, unabsorbed laser iight that manages to reach the target illuminates 
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a smali. localized area that is ca::ad the primary scan spot. This ls the area of 
greatest: interest because it is from this area that the optical mturn signal is 
generated. l~.s the mirrors rotate,. the scan spot traces a continuous iine across the 
target instantaneously illurninating a v.-~P/ small !ocaiized area of the taq~Ht. VI/hen 
there is relative motion between the scanner and the target perperidicuiar to the scan 
direction then sequential scan lines will be disp:aced slightly and t.he target will be 
effectiveiy scanned in two dimensions. By synchronizing the scan rate with the 
relative velocity between th,~ sonsor and the target, it is possible to controi the 
spacing between sequential scan li,,es and thereby ensure that the desire rectangular 
sarnple pattern is maintained and true image aspect ration is preserved, 

The target reflects a portion of the incident energy back toward the sensor, If the 
scan spot is incident on a bright portion of the target then a relatively large fraction 
of the incident energy is reflected and conversely, if the scan spot is incident on a 
dark potion of the target then a small fraction of the incident energy is reflected. The 
refiected energy is scattered and absorbed as it travels back toward the sensor and 
a small amount of the remaining energy will enter the sensor's receiver aperture 
through the cylindrical input window. If the power in the laser beam is held constant 
and if certain geometric factors are ignored, then it can be assumed that the amount 
of energy reflected by the target, and therefore the amount of energy received by the 
sensor, is proportional to the "iocai reflectance" of the target. In this Gase, local 
reflectance represents the reflectance of the target averaged over the area illuminated 
by the scan spot. 

By sampling the output of the photo-multiplier tube (PMT) at times that are 
synchronized with the mirror rotation, it is possible to build up a 2-dimensional 
reflectance map of the target. This is accomplished by digitizing the sampled PMT 
signal and storing the resulting digital data in video rnndom access memory (VRAM) 
module. This stored data can then be read and displayed by a CRT controller. If the 
whole process of data sampling, storage, and display is properly integrated and 
synchronized then there will be a direct relationship between each physical location 
on the screen of the CRT and a specific location cm the target. As the sensor passes 
over a stationary target the display can be controlled in such a way that the data from 
each new scan line is always displayed at the top of the screen. This requires that 
all previous lines are sequentially moved down the screen to make room for the new 
line and results in a "waterfall" display that gives the operator a very realistic view 
of the passing seafloor and target. 

Communications Link 

The communication interface that has been developed for use with the SAIC LLS 
system transmits video data and status from the optical sensor to tha Control Console 
and transmits command data from the Control Console to the optical sensor. All data 
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are transrnitted ln dlgital farm over fiber-optic cab!es. The digital transmission format 
was selected to provide the 72dB dynamic rnnge required to support fu!! fide!ity of 
the video signaL The fibre .. optic transmission medium was seiected to provide the 20 
mega--bit/sec bandwidth that is required to support full video dynamic rnnge and 
rr.:sotution at high search rates, The status and cornmand data are transmitted using 
the standard RS-232 format operating at 19.2 kilo Baud. 

Control Console 

The controi console provides the operator with control over all system functions 
including electrical power control, data managernent, data display, data recording, 
scan rate, sample rate, adjustable aperture positions, beam former position, PMT gain, 
!aser output power, AGC mode, sensor altitude and speed inputs, channel 
equalization, and shading correction (required because the signal retum form the 
target areas at the edge of the scan have larger attenuation and path loss). Most of 
these functions are normally controlled automaticaiiy but the operator is given the 
ability to override these automatic features and control any desired hmction manually. 
The Control Console also provides the operator with displays of sensor status data 
and video data. Status data is displayed on the Virtual Control Panei (VCP} and the 
video data is dispiayed on a separate high resolution video monitor, The operator can 
record individual images in digital form on the Console Computer's hard disk, or 
record live video in analog form on a standard video Gasset1e recorder using the NTSC 
RS- i 70 video output. · 
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4.0 LASER LINE SCAN SYSTEM PERFORMANCE. 

The operating envelope for the LLS system is obviously a function of the specific 
system parameters. The following assumptions represent either the actual system 
parameters or the parameters used in modeling the results: 

... A multi-mode argon ion laser is used as the light source. The beam is reduced 
in divergence using a x2 beam expander. This laser is capable of producing a 
usable output of slightly more than 2 watts which results in up to 1.75 watts 
of optical energy entering the water. Nominal operation in the field is 
approximately 1 watt. · 

... The scanner design uses a four-faceted mirror and the receiver optics have a 
2 inch clear circular aperture operating a f /2 with a field of view that is several 
times the laser divergence (to collect a portion of the multiple scattered signal 
reflected from the target). 

... The maximum allowable scan motor speed is 4,000 rpm and the maximum 
possible platform speed is 6 knots. 

... The target is modeled with a mean reflectance of 5 % that behaves like a 
Lambertian reflector. 

... The receiver sensitivity threshold is modeled at 40,000 photons/pixel, or 
approximately 6,000 photoelectrons/pixel. 

Operation of the system may be limited by the scan motor speed (which cannot 
exceed 4,000 rpm), the platform speed (which canm.~ eyceed 6 knots), or the 
received signal level (which must exceed the established minimum required number 
of photoelectrons per pixel to achieve sufficient signal-to-noise). Specific portions of 
the LLS operating envelope are established by each of these limits above. In addition, 
LLS "system" level constraints can also define portions of the operating envelope; 
e.g., because of tow fish hydrodynamics, a minimum allowable platform speed exists 
for a stable tow; speed constraints· of the support ship characteristics; tow cable 
speed/depth limitations. 

Figure 2 represents the performance envelope for three classes of water clarity, three 
platform speeds, and two sampling resolutions (2048 and 1024). The imaging range 
performance for "dirty water" (o.5 m- 1 ) is indicated below. This water clarity (i.e., 
"2 meter" water) is certainly not as turbid as coastal ocean water can get, but is 
indicative of stressing conditions. For example, as can be seen from the table, range 
performance at 1.5 kts. is between 25 and 32 ft. (depending upon sampling rate) 
with sampling resolution of 0.21 to 0.52 in. For turbid water, the relaxation of 
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resolution by a factor of two only has a smail improvement range, Note: The system 
does not satisfy operation criterion in this dirty water condition with 2048 samples 
a.t...3..kl:t .. because the motor speed is Hrnited to 4,000 RPM. At the tfJduced range and 
platform spet?d, the LLS cannot rnaintain a contiguous scan, 

For very dear water {attenuation coefficif;mt = 0.05 rr,-,, or "20 m i,VatHrN), the range 
performance at 1.5 kts. increases to 1.23-169 ft., depending cm sampling rate, with 
sampling resolution between i .1 and 2,8 inches, As can be seen from the table, 
range is a strong function of water clarity but does not scale dirnctiy vvith attenuation 
coefficient Of speed and sampling rate is held constant). This is because the range 
performance is not only dependent upon the exponentiai attenuation of the water but 
also the R2 spreading losses of the signal reflected from the targt~t. · 

The value for sampling resolution is approximately the swath Width {for 70° this 
amounts to i .4 times the altitude off the bottom) divided by the number of samples. 
this results in sampies of approxirnately 0.6 mrad/pixel {the geometric projection will 
make the pixels at the end of the scan somewhat larger, however), The range 
performance for the 1024 pixel resolution is larger than the 2048 because the LLS 
system operating at the lower sampling rate co!iects .tw.ic.a as many photons/pixel as 
the 2048 and therefore has longer range performance. This is, however, at the 
expense of spatial resolution. It may not be obvious, but range performance is also 
tow speed dependent as this is one of the factors which determines the amount of 
signal received {i.e., receiver integration time). 
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5.0 LASER UNE SCAN IMAGERY 

The imagery obtained by the SAIC LLS system in real-worid t::onditions permits trrn 
best assessment of pedormance, \,Vhat is shown in the foilowing figures i~ a series 
of imagery over a wide rangE: of coastal and open OCtlan environments from the 
Pacific Northwest tc Southern California, and form New England to the Guif of 
Mexico. The precise quantification of the subsurface environment is generaily very 
difficuit to obtain, especialiy in turbid coastal areas, 

Figure 3 shows a corroded waste drum sitting on the bottom, This image was 
collected at a depth of 240 ft. in the o!d industrial waste site in Massachusetts Bay. 
This area received a wide variety of industria! waste inciuding barrels of hazardous 
waste, construction debris, and telephone poles. This corroded meta! barrel Is typical 
of the waste containers identified in this area by ROV and submersible surveys, The 
iocation of a concentration of barreis was known from previous acoustic side scan 
surveys. The LLS system succeeded in Goilecting high resolution images of !;eventeen 
barrels in less than an hom whereas an ROV survey required seven days to 
investigate 64 barrels., The sediments in this area are a fine sandy silt and the image 
was taken at a range of 8 ft. through a !ayer of -~at¥ turbid water 10 - 15 ft. thick. 
Figure 4 shows a !obster pot and man object at a tow -fish altitude of 8 ft., in 
relatively turbid water, with the sensor field-of-view reduced to 16 ft. This wiremesh 
lobster trap is typical of modern fishing gear in the Northeast. The image is sharp 
enough to distinguish the white plastic clips that hold the wire sides together, the 
rope netting inside and the bright white underside of a skate used for bait. Ten to 
twenty-five of these traps are strung along the bottom on 1 /2" line to form a "trawl", 
The rectangular object above and to the right of the lobster trap is thought to be a 
man-made object (probably a concrete bl,ock). This image was collected in a boulder 
field in 70 ft. of water off Cohasset, MA while earching for radioactive waste 
containers. The containers were believed to have been dumped in this area of rough 
bottom by fishermen who found the containers in their nets. It is not known whether 
this object is one of these containers, 

Figu;e 5 shows a WWII diesel submarine lost in 950 ft. of water off of Cape Flattery 
in the Pacific Northwest. This image was obtained at an altitude of approximately 30 
ft. The wooden deck of the submarine has rotted off over the years and deck 
structure is clearly visible. The object in the lower ieft of the image on the seafloor 
appears to be man made but is unknown. 

The image in Figure 6 shoes numerous sea anemones (Metridium) attached to metal 
debris and a variety of fish in a location west of San Diego Bay in 650 ft. of water. 
The image was obtained in moderate clarity water at an altitude of 40 ft. These 
anemones are robust filter feeders that come in a variety colors (white, red, orange, 
and various shades of brown), Note that the LLS system does display different 
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rnflectivity from one anernone to the next. This is probably due to pigment 
differences, \ft/ithin ,md around the anemones there are severai di.mH:1rsa! {bottom 
!i,1;1·•a 1 .::1-.::~·1 in,~•,u· ·u·t:r,g h~t.,.e "O'"k.f•sr'• '"n··i •·e··aH,5h ·t"he ir~set •n ~-he 1()'"'6" r1'gh+ ~t'OVVS !,,;:,! •,..,.,,; f wl ,,.,:'VI ltl !·,ll'J"- ; i ,..._, I? ~l O "";I_ ~, k)e; ~ ;C ,,~- .,;,,._ ~~;, \.:, _.,,, 11.'V ,, l ~l, ~-? ... 

a particularly sharp image of a c!ump of anernones, ~ starfish and a fish. Note the 
distinct shadows in form of the fish and anemones. 

Fioure 7 shows a deep water soider crab and man made "bucket" from an altitude of 
33 feet. \.\iater clarity in this deep water site was good (attenuation coefficient < .02 
m 1 ) and good imaging performance was obtained to altitudes in excess of 100 feet. 
This irnage was taken in the Green Canyon section of the Gulf of Mexico in a water 
depth of 1810 ft. at a speed of 2 kts, with a lasei power setting of 0.6 watt. In 
addition to the fine detail of the crab, note the degree of bottom conte>uritexture 
imaging. The bucket is believed to be a marker object indicating a pc1tch of 
chemosynthetic bioiogy. A small portion of the patch may be seen in this image. 

Figure 8 shows a transverse pass over a 12 in oil pipeline in the Guif of Mexico at a 
depth of 1050 ft. This LLS image was obtained in moderate water qua!ity from a tovv 
fish altitude of 50 ft. at a speed of 3 kts. and a laser power setting of 1 watt. Note 
the readable pipEi joint marking numbers and the indications of a disturbed bottom 
imaged as bright areas on either slde of the pipe, This disturbance vvas observed at 
periodic intervals aiong the pipeline. 
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6.0 CONCLUSIONS 

·1·t1e SAIC t.as,?r Lir1e Scan {l_LS) systen·~t has produced high resoh.Jt!or1, "'i>icture 
quality" panoramic surveys at rapid area coverage rates with real time c!ata monitoring 
and storage of digital images for pc:ist processing {Le,,. detailed analysis and accurate 
survey area reconstruction), The SAIC l.LS system has produced high resoiution 
images with 70° swath widths at altitudes 'from 8 ft. to 130 ft. above the seafioor at 
speeds up to 6 kts. in water depths up to 2300 ft. with water clarity varying from 
very turbid to ciear. To date, operations have taken place over a wide range of 
coastal and open ocean environments form the Pacific Northwest to Southern 
California, and from New England to the Gulf of Mexico. The system appears to be 
~>erforming as predicted by the SAiC developed underwater imaging propagation 
modeis, The imagery shown here demonstrates the value of this system for search 
and locate operations, in-situ monitoring of subsurface structures and analysis of 
environmental parameters in a wide variety of conditions. Applications to mine 
detection and special purpose surveiilance is possible in both towed systems ag well 
as UUV's. 
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Rotating Mirror Deflects Blue-Green Laser Light Through a 70° 
Sector of the Object Plane. 

Synchronized Detector Optics Track a Single Point of Illumination, 
Minimizing the Effect of Backscatter in the Water Column 

FIGURE 1 CONCEPTUAL SKETCH OF A LASER LINE SCAN SENSOR 
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PROJECTED PERFORMANCE IN DIRTY WATER (0.5 M- 1 ) 

2048 SAMPLES 1024 SAMPLES 

SAMPLING SAMPLING 
V tSHIP) ALIIJUDE RESOLUTION ALTIJUDE RESOLUTION 

3 kts. NIA N/A 28 ft. 0.46 in. 
1.5 kts. 25 ft. 0.21 in. 32 ft. 0.53 in. 

0.75 kts. 28 ft. 0.23 in. 36 ft. 0.59 in. 

PROJECTED PERFORMANCE IN MODERATE CLARITY WATER (0.2 M- 1 ) 

V fSHIPI 

3 kts. 
1.5 kts. 

0.75 kts. 

V (SHIPI 

3 kts. 
1.5 kts. 

0.75 kts. 

2048 SAMPLES 

ALTIJUDE 

50 ft. 
57 ft. 
62 ft. 

SAMPLING 
RESOLUTION 

0.41 in. 
0.47 in. 
0.50in. 

1024 SAMPLES 

ALTITUDE 

57 ft. 
65 ft. 
70 ft. 

SAMPLtNG 
RESOLUTION 

0.94 in. 
1.07 in. 
1.15 in. 

PROJECTED PERFORMANCE IN VERY CLEAR WATER (0.5 M- 1 ) 

2048 SAMPLES 1024 SAMPLES 

ALTITUDE 

108 ft. 
.132 ft. 
148 ft. 

SAMPLING 
RESOLUTION 

0.9in. 
1.1 in. 
1.2 in. 

ALTITUDE 

153 ft. 
169 ft. 
196 ft. 

FIGURE 2 LLS SYSTEM PERFORMANCE PROJECTIONS 
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SAMPLING 
RESOLUTION 

2.5in. 
2.8in. 
32. in. 



FIGURE 3 CORRODED WASTE DRUM IN MASSACHUSETTS BAY 

FIGURE 4 LOBSTER POT AND MAN MADE OBJECT 
These images c01!ected by LLS system incorporating Westinghouse SM2000 optical sensor. The sponsor 
was the U.S. Army Corps ot'Engineers, New England Division, DAMOS Program. 
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FIGURE 5 WW II DIESEL SUBMARINE AT 950 FT. 
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FIGURE 6 DEBRIS FIELD WITH GROWTH OFF SAN DIEGO 
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These images collected by LLS system jointly developed by SAIC and ART, San 
Diego. 
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Sea µras, in f:faia Ba, 



l0-cm power cable. showing free-spans. Note sea grass and growth on cable. Disrupted image due to 
scanner ti ming adjustments for high-relief changes on seafloor. 24212453.doc/l 6 June 199-1-



Submerµed R,,man \'ilia Raia 



Roman marble columns from ancient ship\,reck 1 -L'~,7,9 doc I'- .lune 1994 




